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work ahead of them already are do
ing double duty. Even so, the street
traffic at times get the better of them
and today it occasioned standstills for
half an hour or longer, particularly
In the center of the' city.
Upward of Z.ooo ambulance men
have been engaged for coronation day
and already many have been placed
oa duty.
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New York, June 21. An internation
Denver, June 21. Governpr Shafal federation of iron and steel makers,
roth today set the date for holding
a public lands convention in Denver
planned on the lines of the American
Steel and Iroa institute, will be ad
for September 28th, 29th and 30th
LAW
vocated by E, H. Gary, chairman of
Delegates from every state and terri
the United States Steel corporation
tory west of tht Missouri river, ln- at the coming International steel and
IncUidtng Alaska, that has a public
iron conference to be opened In Brus
land acreage of not less than 1,000,000
sels on July 5. The conference will
acres, will attend the convention.
not attempt to fix prices for the world
Three thousand delegates are expect
among producing countries or to reg MR. TAFT WANTS DEFECTS IN ed to be present. The Plnchot policy IT FALLS HEAVILY UPON THE
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cf handling, publlo lands will be one of
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CONFIRMED

TRANSMITS SPECIAL MESSAGE
Washington, June 21. The United
States senate In executive session late
ACCUSED STATESMAN
INTENDS yesterday afternoon confirmed the re- IN IT HE URGES C0NGRES3 TO
appointment of Judge John R.McFie to
IMMEDIATELY STRENGTHEN'
TO REMAIN TILL INVESTIGAthe supreme bench of New Mexico,
IMPORTANT STATUTE
TION 13 FINISHED
the committee on judiciary having two
weeks ago unanimously recommended
NO HEARING HELD TODAY such confirmation. This is the fifth RESULT OF COURT DECISIONS
tem for Judge MoFie on the bench.
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paint,
the degrreca upon the graduates.
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Las Vegas today.
Umpqua river.
never-end-la-

News has been received here of the
death of George W. Hutchins, which
occurred Saturday, June 10, at hU
home In St. Louis, Mo. Mr. Hutchins
will be remembered by many of the
older residents of this city. He built
the Las Vegas and Hot Springs railof the St
way and was
Louis Copper Mining and Reduction
company, organized by W. B. Twitch- ell, B. J. O'Reilly, Frank Hlgglns and
other Las Vegas men. At the time of
his death Mr. Hutchins was head of
the Huntohins Electrical Construction
company of St. Louis. Mr. Hutchins
and his family spent the winter of
1002 at the Montezuma hotel.
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GOTHAMITES MAY
HAVETOFOREGO
BATHING
WATER FAMINE AND , PROPOSAL
TO INSTAL METERS AROUSES
GRAVE QUESTION
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expensive and injurious to the public
af well as to themselves.
An article
In the July number of the Outlook
te!ls of some of these contests in the
fast in which third class tickets from
Europe to the United States fell as
lew as $10, half of which in many cases
went to the booking agents. It Is
pointed out by the article that those
very conditions were what led to the
adoption of what is known as the
Atlantic conference which agrees up- cn rates, makes differentials for older
and slower boats and provides an
equalization of rates and services. In
this matter the steamship lines are
following the lead of the railways in
their agreements for the handling of
immigrant traffic which have been investigated and approved by the Interstate Commerce Commission. It Is
figured that a rate war between the
big Atlantic lines such as Is now raging among the Bermuda companies
would involve a loss of at least
a month, an amount that
$2,000,000
in the end would have to be made
good by the public of course.
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Raton, N. M June 21. Catcher W.
The Nelson and Pitcher G. A. Kelly of the
Atlantic City, N. J. June
New York June 21. To bathe, or
reports which are coming in to the Lyons, Kan., team of the Kansas
not to bathe, promises to become an
In
this
headquarters of the United Society of State league, have arrived In Raton
Important municipal question
Christian Endeavor indicate an un- to don the uniform of the Raton team
threatened
the
of
a
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result
city
at the for the coming season. Second Base
usually large attendance
water shortage and the proposal to
Christian
International
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man H. Chase of the same team will
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convention
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water
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suoDly of original opinions on all
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lar mind,
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nent will take advantage of the ex he has left for the west. He will hold
the proposal to measure the water
of
oeptional opportunity to combine a down short stop's position and do a
Is
that thought
supply. His view in
the water meter clicking off each gallon A new solution of the problem of pleasant vacation at the noted sea part of the twirling. Two other play
families to become peevish whenever increasing the efficiency of the post side resort with attendance upon a era from the same league team, totheir wives or children took a bath office department that will make that convention which offers a very strong re! her with Flambeau, the Indian, will
and per- list of speakers and numerous other foilow him within the next day or two
Apparently His Honor holds to the Institution
a
habit
in time to be here for the opening
haps make possible a reduction of let- attractive features.'
opinion that the dally bath is
The revised list of program speak contest of the season, which will occur
confined chiefly to the feminine and ter postage without advancing rates
Juvenile elements of the population. on magazines has been put forward by ers Includes the following: President on next Wednesday, beginning a three- On the other hand a distinguished a New York statistician who has been Taft, Hon. Champ Clark, speaker of game series on the local grounds with
eflitor lias made the assertion that making an extended study of the sub- the house of representatives, former the fast Cheyenne team. The Chey
Charles W. Fairbanks, enne Indians have always been a big
one bath a week should be sufficient ject. The remedy he proposes is
to satisfy the most fastidious, and nothing less than the retirement of Judge Ben B. Lindsey of Denver, Dr. drawfhg card in Raton and the com
medical authorities have arisen to all postmasters who hold office by Charles M. Sheldon of Kansas, Prin- ing series is looking forward to with
Tus a
point out that excessive bathing Is presidential appointment and the fil- cipal Booker T. Washington of
great deal of antlclpatel pleasure
Eva
Commander
rekeeee
Institute.
it
because
the
to
of
their
body
Injurious
ling
positions by promotions
by local fans. With the new additions
moves the protective covering of the from the ranks of postal workers who Booth of the Salvation Army, Dr. J. to her line-up- ,
Raton will present a
skin and gives readier access to thw possess expert knowledge of post of- Wilbur Chapman, the famous evange formidable fighting team of hard hit
dangerous microbes that are blown fice affairs. "The presidential post- list, Dr. Russell H. Conwell of the ters and fast fielders for the invalders
about with the dust of the city streets. masters are, in nearly all instances, Philadelphia Baptist Temple, Rev. E. to tackle. This will be the first op
It support of this position statistic? business or professional men who J. Horsefield President of the British portunity of the season to see the
are adducted to show that cases ol continue to follow their own calling Christian Endeavor Union, Rev. G team in action and a big turn-ou- t
is
extreme longevity are almost invar- after receiving their appointments," Fukuda of Japan, Rev. H. I. Marshall, expected.
Mean-whl'- e
he argues. "They create no revenue of Burma, Rev. R. S. Gray of New
Additional encouragement for a win
iably found among
with a daily consumption of
and their services could easily be Zeland. Hon. John Wanamaker of ning team for the coming season was
gallons far greater In propor- dispensed with without interference Philadelphia, Fred B. Smith of the In received this morning In the shape of
tion to its population than that of any with the revenue or efficiency of the ternational Y. M. C. A., Mrs. Maxy a letter from Pearl Holycross, at pres
Chapman, the personal ent manager of the Muscatine club of
other city in the world and greater service." In support of his position Mood-Allethan the entire Croton watershed can he points out that between 1900 there purity worker, and a score or more the Central association, stating that
supply if the rainfall sinks below the was an actual decrease of 1,345 in the of pastors and specialists In Chris he was available for service here and
average, the ordinary citizen is won- number of post offices in the country, tian Endeavor work from many de was wishing to come at once if suit
from able terms could be agreed upon. Pre
dering whether civic patriotism som-pel- s while the amount paid to postmasters nominations, and missionaries
him to forego his desire for and their assistants and clerks in- foreign lands.
vious efforts have been made this seaChoruses are being trained in sev sen to secure Holycross but the tele
cleanliness. One prolific cause of creased over $34,000,000 or more
vaste of water is being ended by or- than 100 per cent. In the same per- eral different cities to lead the con grams and letters sent him had been
ders requiring the repair of all iod the amount paid for mail trans- ventton singing.
rurposely appropriated at the other
A Christian Endeavor Institute In end of the line and he had failed to
plumbing leaks and the plumber's portation advanced only $16,000,000
wives are planning lavish summer va- or 36 per cent, an increase far less several sections conducted by experts received them. It is believed by the
cations in consequence. The question than the growth in the amount of in Young People's work will be held directors that an agreement as to
Is not so pressing as it might be mail handled showing that there was during five of the seven mornings of terms can be reached at once and that
otherwise in view of the fact that a decided falling off in the rate of convention week, and there are otjier the desired manager will be on the
the sever rainstorms which have sur- remuneration of the railways for car- unique features which promise to ground before the Pilose of the week
prised the Metropolis on twelve of the rying mail at the same time that make this one of the greatest gath Holycross is an experienced playermovement has manager of widely-knowpast fourteen days have given most postmaster's salaries were more than erings this world-wid- e
ability, be
of its inhabitants Involuntary and un- doubled.
Much of this increase,
U ever held.
a pitcher and general utility man
ing
the whose reputation for fast fielding and
Young's Million-Dolla- r
welcome baths.
Is held, could be saved by abolishing
pier,
largest
pier at Atlantic City, has been hard hitting has given him a great re
ornamental postmasters and giving
One of the liveliest rate wars that their positions to the trained assis- leased by the Christian Endeavorers putation through the central east. He
has ever taken place here is interest- tants who now do the work. This for the entire week, and only regis- has managed at one time the Sanigaw,
ing New Yorkers at the present mo- action, It is declared, would remove tered delegates and convention visit- Michigan, team, and other teams of
ment. The warfare is being waged the question of second rate postage ors will be allowed on the pier while the Michigan state league. The direc
tors are taking, energetic measures to
by the rival steamship companies as a political issue. When the mat the convention is in session.
Special railroad rates have been come to an agreement at once with th;
operating between this port and Ber- ter was broached to President Taft
from 'nearly ., all points desired manager and get him her
muda. As the contest has Increased recently he pointed out that he had granted
the country for this con- at the earMest poss'ble moment.
tbrroughout
in bitterness the transportation rates ecommended the inclusion of all
have gone tumbling. Successive cuts ptmasters in the classified service vention, and unusually low rates are
have reduced the cost of a trip to as long ago as 1910 but that Congress also offered.
The convention program is so ar
the land of lilies and onions to ten had made no move to adopt his sug
dollars and one of the lines Is now gestion and to introduce economy by ranged that the hours from 10.00 in THREATENED TO
offering to carry passengers on a doing away with the useless political the morning until 2:30 in the after
noon are left free of meetings eash
round trip to the Islands including postmaster.
HORSEWHIP JUDGE
day, so that the delegates may enjoy
a three days' stop over in one of the
to the full the bathing and other outleading hotels and all expenses for
f ew aays are allowed to pass
IRATE WOMAN MADE A SPECIAL
$18. As well informed transportation
wunout tne announcement of some door recreations at Atlantic City.
Dr. Francis E. Clark, the founder
MAGISmen compute that at this figure the
POLICE
ON
CALL
feat of construction
of Christian Endeavor, who is in the
company will lose an amount at least proposed for this city.
Last week
MURRAY
TRATE
thirteenth year of his Bervice in con
equal to this on every passenger car- plans were made for the largest com
ried the struggle is not likely to con mercial building in the world to re nection with the movement,' will preBringing with her a large horse
tinue very long. There have been place Madison Square Garden. This side at the convention and announce
Mrs. M. M. Milligan, who rewhip
the
result
of
Increase
the
campaign,
rumors of an Immediate rate war week it is announced that the tallest
on .the mesa, entered the ofsides
c
lines but hotel in the world is to be erected in which the Endeavorers of the
among the
of
fice
Judge. D. R. Murray yesterday
United
States and Canada have un
this seems unlikely for while compe- on Seventh Avenue in a section here
afternoon. Impressively laying the
dertaken
to
add
new
10,000
societies
tition is keen among the various lines tofore given over chiefly to old cloth
and one million new members in the whip on the table Mrs. Milligan bethey have learned by bitter evper- es dealerrs and other shops of queer
two years between the last Interna- gan a conversation with Judge Murience that wars of rates are ruinously If not questionable traffic. The plans
ray. She said she had a grievance
for the new building indicate, how-- . tional Convention .in 1909 and the
concerning a certain legal matter
ever, the expectation that with the coming gathering at Atlantic City.
that had been before the judge's
construction of one of the new subeourt.
Warning to Railroad Men
ways along this street it will soon
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St.. Bath Me.,
"What do you intend to do with
become one of the city's most im- ends out this warning to railroaders:
that
whip?" asked the judge.
new "A conductor on the railroad,
portant thoroughfares.
.
The
. .
my
I
CI
"I shall use it and use it well," was
." Jlmmm hotel
tnose uiicti
work
a
caused
uia
chronic
iafliaimation
of skyscraping height Is to hava of
of the stomach and intestines.
the kidneys, and I was miserable the Teply.
24 stories and 1200 rooms and will and
A physician, surgeon and pharmaall played out A friend advised
"I suppose you will use it on me,"
-.
ceutist of the highest standing in Eube exceeded in size by only two or Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
to
the
introducea
the judge.
de
Saiz
suggested
Carlos,
rope,
three hotel buildings in the world. I f:ommen;ed taking them, I began to
was the reply. Judge
public the best and safest treatment for
"Perhaps,"
inflammamy
The
regain
The peculiar feature of the new struc- tion cleared' strength.
overcoming diseases of the stomach and
and I am tar better than Murray showed he is a true sport."
intestines. This remedy he has named
ture, however, is that all the rooms f have been for twenty years. The "If
"I
he suggested,
are too have a southern exposure weakness and dizzy spells are a thing shallyou desire,"
can
coat
nnd
off
take
you
my
of
I
the past and
highly recommend
which is the only one that insures
Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Scahefer use your whip to your heart's cona col summer breeze in New York. and
Red
Cross Drug Co.
tent." The bluff worked. The woman
which is a safe and absolutely harmless
This will be accomplished by having
took her whip and went away. It is
digestive tonic, relieving pain, aiding
the building divided by several courts
Don't measure success from the
stimulating appetite, and
digestion,
reported she called on the judge
so that there will be but one tier of standard of your own littleness.
toning the entire system.
again today but "de cote" Is able to
in
its
and
effects,
benign
It is gradual
rooms In each section. The life of
The uniform success that has at to about.
to
their
functions
restoring the digestive
the hotel clerk in the new establish- tended the use of Chamberlain's Colic.
normal power and health, with ability
ment is expected to be one contln-UC.U- Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy has
unaided.
work
to do thoir
made it a favorite
KAISER GREETS AMERICANS
It can
Medical Profession s
To
the
round of joy since he will be always be dependedeverywhere.
upon. For sale
'
Keil, June 21. The Emperor today
who have kindly reported to
Physicians
able to give eveijy guest just the' sort by all druggists.
rr. Saiz - Carlos the results, in Europe, of
exchanged visits with Admiral Badger
thisremeily where procrilie(l. state that in
of location he is most certain to
raws of chronic f aahitle, tstralla aad dya.
batof
calorosni.
Most
us
can
act
fool
without and the officers of the American
the
aepsla (combined with
chronic
a
week's
are
which
paying
' tleships
much rehearsins.
Itstricaeuraslhealt. n'cer in the aiomtch. gyf
visit to Kiel. Dr. David Jayne Hill,
entery.iyspeptia.livpiKliiorbydrla.dilntationof
diseases
in
An idle rumor is really about the
the srt.ns.cli, and f
It is vorse than useless to take any the American ambassador at Berlin,
in cnimren. etc., hy usinir no other medimost industrious thing in the world.
cine Uian StomaHx, they have boon erntilied
medicine
Internally for muscular or officiated at the introductions. The
at the remarkable rosults.discaticsof thirty
Jhronic rheumatism. All that Is need- meeting of the Emperor and
the
years' 'landing yielding to the rer fly.
ed Is a free application of Chamberfor tale iff all Drugnidt.
A sugar coated compliment Is apt
American officers was of a most corlain's Uniment. For sale by all
I. f OUGCRA S CO., Agents, I). S., New York.
to be bitter after you swallow It.
dial naturre.
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CONTINUES ALL THIS WEEK

21.

,

Special Prices in Every Department
ALL NEW MERCHANDISE

h

The following items will give you an idea of the heavy price
reductions to be found in all departments:
DAINTY LINGERIE WAISTS

WOMEN'S TAILORED SUITS

'

this season's styles of
Excellent quality and best
of tailoring

All new,

Vice-Preside-

$37.50
$29.50
$25.00
$20.00

to
to
to
to

$42.50 Suits for . .$23.50
$35.00 Suits for.. $19-5$28.50 Suits for. .$15.75
$22.50 Suits for.. $11. 50

line of Lingerie
Our entire
Waists at especially attractive
prices for the week

$5 50 to $7.50
$4.00 to $5.00
$2.75 to $3.00
$2.00 to $2.25
$1.50 to $1.75

Waists.for
Waists,
Waists,
Waists,
Waists,

for
for

$3.95
3.25
1.95

for

1.4")

for

1.00

Men's Suits
Our entire line of Men's Suits, all new spring models, of best designs, made from good
materials and well tailored, worth from $18.00 to $25.00 each, special for
this week

$9.85

n

'

n

record-breakin-

-
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RED MEN MEET IN MACON
Macon, Ga., June 21. Macon is en-

tertaining for two days the annual
State convention of the Improved Or-

der of Red Men. ' Several hundred delegates were on hand this morning
when the gathering was called to order by Great Sachem Henry M. Ward
o! Savannah.
A parade of the delegates was held this afternoon.
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REPRESENT
New York, June 21. Rear Admiral
Watts, chief constructor of the navy,
and Rear Aciral Cone, chief of the
bureau of steam engineering, sailed
on the Luslania today for London,
where they are to represent the
United States Navy at the jubilee
meeting "next month of the British Institution of Naval Architects.

MM DANDRUFF
SUMMER

By One Box of Cuticura Ointment and

KfSORT

In

"I am pleased to inform you that I
have been cured by Cuticura Soap and
Ointment. Since x was a boy I have
suffered with dandruff, not only from
the itching but from Its disagreeable
appearance in a scaly form all over my
head. I had to brush it off my clothes
all day long. I used every kind of preparation supposed to cure dandruff, alio
soaps and shampoos, but it seemed to
me that, instead of improving with
these remedies, the dandruff increased,
even my hair began to fall out and the
result was that two months ago eczema

developed on my scalp.
"I suffered so from this that as a last
resource I thought I would try Cutioura
Soap and Cuticura Ointment. They had
the most gratifying results for I had
used only one box of Cuticura Ointment
and a single cake of Cuticura Soap when
I was cured, the eczema and dandruff
were gone and my head perfectly clear.
"I can assure you that so long as I
live no other soap than Cuticura will be
used by me and all those near to me.
I will also add that I will always use
Cuticura Ointment as a dressing for the
hair. I lei l that you should know of ray
cure ana you desire you may use this
as a true testimonial which comes from
a sufferer of thirty years' standing. I
will be happy to tell any one of my sx- to assist those who may
Krience in order
from the same disease." J.
Acevedo, General Commission Merchant,
69 Pearl St., New York, Apr. 21, 1910.''
Cuticura Remedtea afford tbe most eeoMBloa
treatment tor aflectiona o( the akin and acalp. A
eake at Cuticura Soap (25e.) and a box ot Cuticura

Ointment (60c.) are often eufflclent. Sold tbrotntb-- ut
the world. Potter Drug
Cham. Corp, Hole
Prone., 136 Columbue Are., Boston, Masa.
-- Mailed tree. St-jbook, an Authority aa
tba Care and Treatment ot tne Skin. Uotlp aad Ha la

v.
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AND

WINTER

One Cake of Cuticura Soap.
Head Perfectly Clear,

1

4

Vegas, New Mexico.

CURE OF ECZEMA

-
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Phone riain 60
and arrange for demonstration date

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Las

-
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E M F "3o"
Flanders "20"
ARE YOU INTERESTED?
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ful New Mexican Rock es,
near Las Ver
STAQE LEAVES EVERY nORNINd AT 8 O'CLOCK EXCEPT
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and Dealer b In

WOOL. HIDES
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SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M.
, Tucumcari
N M
Corona, N. M., Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N M
Trinidad, Colorado
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For Home Wear

FORGOT HER SECOND WEDDING
Woman Sign"1 Her Flrtt Married
Name to BJk Check and Much
Trouble Resulted.

"I lost my Identity once for the time
belne after I as married to my second husband," said a woman who formerly lived in New York city, and
who now dwella In a New England
town. "Soon after my aecond marriage," she added, "I withdrew my
personal funds from a New York bank
and deposited the money In the town
where I now live, giving my present
name, of course, and leaving my signa- ture, I bad no occasion to draw
against the deposit for nearly two
T AlA
H.nvifha aild I'hAn
a uiu
no i gigneuJt
luu"",
my first married name to the check.
The person to whom I gave the check
did not know I was married to my
present husband, as the transaction
was one that did not require any mention of my second marriage.
"When the check was sent to my
bank in the town where I live it wa
returned, marked 'No funds.'
The
check was forwarded to me by the
person to whom I gave it. and it was
addressed to me as I had signed it.
One of the curious
things in connection with it was that my present husband is a director of the bank,
but, of
course, the cashier never thought to
ask him, although the bank official
knew my other married name. It is
the sort of mistake that a woman
makes only once."
Home
Dress The
Simple of this dress makes It very
for morning wear; It
is a style that maybe carried out in
cashmere, alpaca, linen or casement
cloth. The skltf Is quite plain and Is
not more than two yards round foot.
The bodice opens In front; It has a
vest of tucked muslin and two wide
tucks each side. The collar and cuffs
are faced with plaid silk or eephyr
according to the material used for the
dress; they are edged with a narrow
pleating.
Materials required: 5 yards 41

inches wide,
yard tucked muslin,
yard plaid 22 inches wide.
Dressing Gown The material suitable for such a gown as this are numerous; for present wear, fine flannel,
Vlyella or cashmere are suitable. It
Is cut like a long coat slightly fitted in
at back and sides and has wide bell
sleeves; bands of Paisley patterned
silk trim the collar, sleeves and front.
A large bow of ribbon forms a further
trimmings for those who care for elaboration.
Materials required: 5 yards 44
'
Inches wide.
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BAMBOO

LENDS

TO

DECORATION

Woodwork, In Bedroom Particularly,
Repays Skill and Time Spent In
Making It Appropriate.

FOR SUMMER HOMES

Serviceable Material
Now Employed Whenever It

Light and

Is

Can Be Utilized.

,

Beautiful woodwork Is as Important
Wood-browbamboo, woven into
In a bedroom as In the dwelling rooms
all sorts of pretty and useful shapes
of the house, but its character Is enfor the adornment of summer house
tirely different Where the wood Is and
veranda, occupies a conspicuous
In
Its natural Btate, finished only
left
in oriental stores these days.
place
with a coat of wax or lacquer, or with
We are all more or less acquainted
a light stain that changes the jtint
with the possibilities of the Japanese
without, disguising the character of and Chinese
tree, but certainly we
the wood, It should be light and fine- never see
to
better advantage than
it
grained', If possible, like birch, maple
or cherry. Pine Is best when enameled in the queer articles which decorate
summer rooms so prettily.
In pure white or an Ivory tone, and
Flower vases are among the most
so treated will be charmingly effective
of the bamboo developments.
popular
In a great number of color combinacome in a variety of shapes, the
tions. Maple stained to a silver gray They
like the color of a hornet's nest Is one most effective being the earthenware
assoshapes we are accustomed-f- o
of the very prettiest woods for a bedor
Mexico
ciate
with
Indians.
the
In
to
room, and shows
both
advantage
Inside are sheet Iron or metal rewoodwork and furniture.
Mahogany
ceptacles to bold the water. Most
furniture Is beautiful In a room planned to contrast well with it, but it la any flower would show to' advantage
best used for furniture alone, as It Is against the dull brown of the bamboo.
Oval and rectangular ferneries of
rather too full of color for the woodbamboo are attractive.
An almost universally satiswork.
Flat tea trays of bamboo are light
factory treatment for the walls Is to
have the head casings of the doors and and effective, especially when the
Hangwindows carried all around the rooms table is laid on the veranda.
as a frieze rail, and slender upright ing baskets in every conceivable
bamboo
partitions of wood so placed between shape swing from pliant
the frieze rail and baseboard so as to cords.
divide the wall spaces Into compartFAVOR
IN
HIGH
ments or panels. This structural di- BROCADES
vision allows wide variations In the
decoration of the wallB. The frieze Makers and Designers Return to Bymay either be plain and exactly like
gone Age for Material and
n

TWO

RATHER

BRIGHT

DOGS

One Recognized

the Letter Was Over
weight and the Other Perceived
Wrong Address.

Two suburbanites, one living near
Morton and the other near Primos,
were swapping stories of country life
as they went home on the 6:35 train.
"I have a most Intelligent dog,"
said the Primos man. "I just hand him
a letter and say: 'There, Spot!' and
off he goes to the post office. I gave
him one yesterday and he dropped It
He refused to pick It up, but wagged
his tail Instead.
I suspected something was wrong and picked up the
letter and weighed it. It required two
cents more postage."
Without the least show of surprise
the man from Morton proceeded with
his story.
"Dogs are intelligent," he began. "My
collie, Carlo, always posts my letters,
and one day he, like your dog, dropped
a letter on the floor. I thought possibly one stamp was not enough, but
In weighing the letter I found that the
postage was all right I gave it back
to Carlo, but he let it fall again to
the floor. I inspected the letter carefully and found that it was addressed
to South Penn square, New York, Instead of to Philadelphia." Philadelphia Times.
v

Build an Altar for All.
There was a
rock covered with stones, and as I was looking,
a writer in the May Wide World Bays,
several Somali women passed. Each
one left the road and, selecting 8
I inBtone, placed it on the heap.
quired the reason of this. The Somali version Is as follows: In the
old days before fEe Somalia inhabited
the country there was a very bad man.
After a career of crime, the Prophet
All, one of Mohammed's successors,
pursued him and caught him up by
the big rock. The bad man dodged
All round the rock until the prophet,
growing furious, drew his sword and
split the rock clean In two, and the
miscreant with it. In turning to go
All's horse kicked, and the marks of
his hoofs are shown in two round
the celling with a decided contrast
Fabric
holes in the otherwise smooth stone.
showing In the panels below, or It may
be in a color contrasting with both
As the fashions seem to have gone The split rock has Just such an apand forming a connecting link between back nearly a century In line and gen-cr- pearance, and from time Immemorial
the two.
effect, so have the makers and it has been the custom for women
designers returned to a bygone age passing to add a stone to the pile on
for material and fabric. Brocades are the altar close by. The Somalia hav
COAT FOR GIRL
in high favor for formal
evening many legends of the people who ocdresses at present and lend them-r- r cupied the country before them, and
talk of them as having been Persians.
Ives well to the quaint
effects and straight, narrow skirts
which are now th mode.
Peace Wave Swept Ancient Egypt.
Black and gold combinations, which
Until Cambyses with his Persian
are perhaps the favorite of the
are extremely beautiful. Ivory myriads swept across defeated Khem,
whito with pastol pink and corn color and Phoenicia and Greece, adopting
wisdom, added thereto
are also lovely, the soft pastel shades her stored-u- p
being particularly dainty. But In ad- the graces of a more artistic ornadition to those are the brilliant empire mentation and aggressive commercial
greens. East Indian yellows, brilliant enterprise, Egypt led all nations in
the arts of peace and the accumulablues, deep amethyst, and black.
The beauty pf the texture of these tion of wealth by peaceful trade. And
fabrics and the perfection of the dye, while it la true that individual entersomeprise was largely hampered by the
together with the large, though
what conventional patterns, result in royal control of foreign trade, it must
be remembered that the king acted
wonderfully attractive fabrics.
largely as a trustee for his people
and that the Egyptians wider most
Favored' Colors In Parasols.
The colors that have proved great of their sovereigns probably suffered
favorites in parasol lines, says the Dry less from plague and famine and were
more Justly ruled than most of their
Goods Economist, are coral, cerise.
contemporaries.
red,
green,
"Nobility of the
empire
beauty
American
purple and violet Trades The Merchant," Charles Win-sloking's blue and the
Hall, in the National Magazine.
shades. The run on empire and hunter's green ha been enormous, both in
the parasol n solid color and in the
Delusions of the Ear.
combination! with black and black
la a cure, it seems, for
There
was
Coral
exceedingly
and wbtte.i
delusions
of the ear in deaf
conseason
and
strong earl? in the
people who think they hear sounds
red
American
ut
beauty
goo4
tinues
- like the whistling of wind, the rustling
baa been raining on it, and the PUr- of leaves, the crackling noises
of a
BUV
DUVUgw
plea gJ.0 DBCUUllilg,
telephone, thunder, organ pipes or
This is a smart; little coat for gin, strongershouting. Such sounds are rememand might be made In any kind of cloth
bered, says Doctor Marage, a French
or linen; It has the left Bide of front
A Year of Individuality,
and are caused by persistent
cat In a slant from the shoulder downversatility of millinery is Its aurlst,
excitation of the auditory nerve cenyd,
on
sewn
are
buttons
P
son
only
Ln(lon
wards; large
charm t&,s
for ornament, as' Invisible hooks and per individual taste must be pleased ters.
He has Invented an apparatus for
eyes or press studs form fastening; with tb variety offered on all Bides.
studying these really Inaudible but
In
lateBt
nveltles
the coat is otherwise quite plain.
th
Some
none the less tormenting noises, which
; are Insufficiently original and
Hat of soft silk, drawn Into a satin
are apt to take the form In time of
rosettes
of
trimmed
assertion
that
with,
the
and
warrant
band
varW
a
persistent delusion, and he has succan
De
fltted
with
the same.
all tTP8 ot faces
Materials required: Two yards 48 gome form of headgear which offer a ceeded In relieving many sufferers by
of electric alternating
Inches wide, half dozen buttons, two distinct touch of novelty either In 1U applications
current of very high frequency or by
for
aatMn
or
lining.
yard
trialnK
electric massage
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"For goodness' sake, Lucy, Ar- - you
demanded the
young woman friend who had culled.
"No, dear," replied the other young
woman, resignedly, "I'm looking over
.
my hats as a sort of warning to
I am a victim of relatives
particularly aunts.
"A letter from Aunt Lucy this morn
Ing notifies me that she will be htr
tomorrow hence this outbreak ol
hr.ts. Seme time in the dark ags of
my youth I muBt have mentioned that
never knew what to buy In the hat
line. Since then I have been pursue'!
by all my affectionate rclatlvtu wit!)
kindly mrp nt offers of assistance. I
may mention also that my relatives
refuse to take a hint, anad If I make
it stronger 'than a hint father think
I am unkind.
"llng a woman and earning my
own living makes it impossible for me
to be independent of relatives. If I
a man I could dress as I pleased
and let my aunts rage. As It is,
offend dad or wear what mv
runts hink. What I think wouldn't
do to tell. For I find It expensive to
keep the peace."
"Why don't you gently but firmly g- and get a hat and let your aunts think
what they please?"
"I am going to try that schem
again this afternoon. The last time
I asserted
myself Aunt Jane didn't
like my selection, and it took mucli
longer to return the hat than it did
to buy It This Is the hat that we got
In its place.
t
"I've worn It Just twice once on
the right ear, once on the left. It
would take $50 worth of hair to keep
It in place and my home-growsupply is limited. It cost me $7.50 for
each time I wore It. Yet I am not
feeble-mindeexcept In the opinion
of my relatives, who are disagreeably
Btrong mentally. If I down one aunt
another promptly bobs up so what's
.
the use?

starting a hattery?"

ry-self-

1
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CHUSIIEOJO DEATH

Contagious Blood Poison is responsible for a great many old blood
troubles, such as scrofulous affections, skin eruptions, catarrhal
troubles, Rheumatism, ulcerating sores, etc. There is no such thing
os ridding the system of these effects by killing me poisonous germsi.
AT RATON
Any medicine powerful enough to accomplish this would also destroy
and tissues, and wreck the constitution.
N.
Jun
Ilaton,
M,,
Ward, many of the delicate linings
2'i year old, was run tm.r by an en. The only way to cure old blood troubles is to REMOVE the cause from
I'lne in the local Muntii K roundlnmiwi, the circulation, and for this purpose nothing is equal to 5.5.5. It
being so terribly crunliod (hat be dlod goes Into the blood, and drives out every taint and poison, and makes
5. 5. 5. has long been known
there mlimtus laiur.
Ward
wa this vital fluid pure, rich and nourishing.
os
all
the
of
and
blood
on
a bride gang which wax
many thousands have rid
greatest
purifiers
working
It ALWAYS removes the
repairing Ibe coping on ihe brldg of themselves of old blood diseases by its use.
the turntablo at the roundhouw, A Impurity from the blood and cures these old disorders, whether inherited or acquired.
Book on the blood and any medical advice free
Mtxlcan laborer misinterpreted a
glvn by a roundhoiiKo employ to u!L 5. 5. 5. is sold at drug stores.
and turned the table, permitting an
TIIE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO. ATLANTA, CA,
FRED

WAHDt VICTIM Of FATAL
ACCIDENT IN HOUNDMOUU

Zl.-t- twl

fg-n-

engine to got on tho bridge. Warde,
working on the coping unaware of the
approaching engine, was caught and
crushed to death.
A coroner's Inquest was held, the
Jury rendering a verdict that death
was causd by criminal negligence.
Warde had worked on the bridge
gang for eighteen months. He has a
half brother, E. B. Swope, of Albuquerque, and a sister, Mrs. V. Sparks
In Santa Fe.
EVER HAVE ITT

if You Have, the Statement of This
East Las Vegas Citizen Will In-

terest

You

"
Ever have a
pain in the
back,
In thb "Bmall," right over the hips?
That's the home of the backache.
It's caused by sick kidneys.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pilla
cure It.
- East Las
Vegas people endorse this.
Read a case of it:
P. Ciddio, 506 Grand Ave., East Las
Vegas, N. M. says: "I am as strong
praise of Doan's Kidney Pills
today as when I publicly testified in
their favor two years ago. I had a
great deal of trouble from my back.
There was a steady dull ache through
my loins and right side and stooping
caused sharp twinges. I believe that
my work was responsible for the trouble, as I am obliged to sit in a cramped position so much. Prompt relief
followed the use of Doan's Kidney
Pilk and the contents of one box
completely cured me. 1 had no return attack of backache until about
three weeks ago and then Doan's Kidney Pills disposed of the trouble."
(For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MllburBuffalo
Co.,
New York, Bole agents tor the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
"low-down-

In-m- y

"Those two hats on the bed Aunt
Dorcas made for me because she
thought Aunt Jane had led me into ex
travagance. The materials cost twelve- sixty. Aunt Lucy of New York said
they were impossible our western
styles were so provincial. After she
began to take notice of my headgear
or rather after she gave notic- ehats began to arrive from my many
New York cousins C. O. D.
Little
notes accompanied them, saying that
I might be able to use them for work
meaning that they were good enough
for Sunday wear. I was about to refuse the last parcel, but father looked
grieved. If I could treat my relatives
like friends and speak my mind but
they Just give me an injured look and
yet they never get mad enough to
mind their own hats." "
"You poor thing! How silly for
them to get offended! I wouldn't allow my best friend to dictate what I
should wear. Why don't you wear that
stylish hat with the long quill?"
"I did once. That sword quill nearly blinded a man In the elevator.
What he said, after he got through
using Btronger language, was that I
ought to hang a red lantern on that
quill. But I had already squandered
too much money on the hat, so I put
it with the others. You can readily
see why I have become so downhearted.
"If they only kept hats In hardware
stores I might escape; but let me go
Into any millinery store during my
noon hour or on Saturday, and some
aunt of mine will bob up. If I look
Into a window and admire a hat,
voice ia sure to say, "Lucy, are you
thinking of getting a bat? I will help
you select one. . That hat you are
looking at is entirely too young for
you.' Yet I know this same aunt told
Miss Hobbs, who will never see forty
again, that the same hat was too old
for her. Relatives are honest when
they are speaking to each other.
"Aunt Fannie phoned me this morning that she Intended to go with me
to select a hat for me, but I took the
bit in my teeth and told her that Annt
Lucy had engaged me for the whole
season. Then Aunt Fannie got peevish and said it was a thankless job
to try to assist people and she tried
to help me merely because I had to
.
work so hard.
I never work so hard as I
TWork!
do when a relative is buying a hat for
me. I'm simply a rag. It's certain
that1 Aunt Fannie will wear , iclclea
when she speaks to Aunt Lucy or me
and father will blame me. But she
isn't lost to the art of hat hunting-sh- ell
bob up next fall. I Just cant
lose those aunts of mine."
"So your Aunt Lucy Is to victimize

you this time?"
"No; didn't I say

that

I was going
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Want

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
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The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit a'nyone can have.
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Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will sureiy get quick
success.

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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SOME REASONS WHY

Miss Henrietta was not a sylph by
any means, but she prided herself on
the neatness of her well rounded figure, and when she appeared' on the
hotel veranda one summer day with a
cluster of white oxeye daisies pinned
against the crisp freshness of her
green linen frock gallant old Colonel
Floyd waa moved to make her a pret
ty speech.
"What charming posies!" he remarked, with a Chesterfieldlan bow.
"They suit you exactly. You look like
a Virginia hillside."
He was mystified at the frlgidy
with whioh Miss Hennrieta received
his bit of homage. Youth's Compan- -

YOU SHOULD SUBSCRIBE

'Pon my word, madam, I
should hardly have kuown you, you
have altered so much.
Lady For the better or for the
worse!
Old gent Ah, madam, you could
only change for the better. Judge.

every day.

to break away from my aunts before
they broke me financially and physically? All these hats are going to a
rummage sale. I buy a new hat this
afternoon all by myself."
Shake Into Your Shoe
"I've nothing on hand this afterAllen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic pownoon. Ill go with you." "Et tu Brute! I thought you wer der. It relieves painful, smarting,
my friend!"
tender, nervous feet, and instantly
"Oh, if you think my taste isn't takes the sting out of corns and bun- good If you don't trust my Judg Ions. It's the
greatest comfort disment "
"One would think you were a rel- covery of the age. Mien's Foot-Eas- e
ative of mine from the way you talk." makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It
"I have shopping of my own to do. is a certain relief for sweating, cat
I certainly shall not trouble you.
lous, swollen, tired, aching feet. AlGood morning."
ways use It to break in new shoes.
"Oh, my! If I could only wear b
Try It today. Sold everywhere, 25
tin pan or a halo!
"Now I've lost a friend! But I sim- cents. Don't accept any substitute.
For FREE trial package, address Alply can't lose my aunts 1"
len S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.

is printed

presentation of daily happenings

is given."

,

EVERYTHING decent to print goes into
the paper.

OUR

progressive merchants advertise in
columns.

and why
PEOPLE generally read the paper
'
you.

THE best asset

a town can have is a live

INTERESTING events are cnronicled
week.

Old gent

Many a man who seems to be boil
ing with religious enthusiasm sudden
ly grows cold when handed a sub
scription list to raise money to paint
the church.

FOR THE OPTIC

npHE full Associated Press report

The Americano who had cast his
fortune with the Insurrectos lay dy
ing In a Mexican swamp. Taking a
quinine pill from his pocket, he swal
lowed it "I have fought to the bit
ter end." he cried, and with a mirthless smile on bis face he expired.
Afterward it was dlscoverd that he
wrote Jokes for the comic weeklies.
Thus does retribution overtake us all.

I
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is a feature of

utterances.
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its editorial

15c a Week by Carrier,
Per Year by Mail, $6.00

The Optic,

e,

Continuous Jldoefitstng
WHAT makes your.' name familiar and
iSidentifies
it with your business. Continuous- never turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not looking.
CJ .If
you advertise occasionally, somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.
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EDITOR

passed upon him. That, was almost
fourteen months ago; yet he still Uvea,
for "by apepala and delays, following
the usual course, his case has not been
finally acted upon. On one motion he
On another be
gained six months.
gained bIx months. More motions are
in reserve, and If one of them should
fall there Is always he possibility of
presenting a flimsy federal question
and taking the whole matter to the
supreme court at Washington, ,
It is not bloodthlrstiness that calls
for the disposition of this case. If
the people of New York do not approve
of the death penalty' It should be
abolished.
If they do approve of It,
as its retention in the laws would In
dicate, nothing but judicial sloth and
neglect can explain the failure of the
authorities to have applied It in this
instance long ago. "
The crime under consideration was
one that shocked millions.
It was
self- aimed straight at
'
womanhood.
It destroyed
supporting
he life of a courageous, hopefuland
dutiful girl. In a true sense sheVas
the representative of a great and a
worthy element forced by circumstanes to become a
A state
which Is too busy or too indifferent
to avenge quickly and severely a mur
der such as this, needs a revival of
vlrue, patriotism and religion no less
than one of law and Juetloe.
New York's court of appeals is a
great court. "What Justice Harlan re
cently said of Its members past and
present was true, every word of it
but it must not forget the weak, ii
must not forget the poor, It must not
forget the Innocent.
--

.

Enterod' ac the Postofflce at East
Lai Vegas, New Mexico, for transmission through the United States Mails
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PROHIBIT THEIR SALE

dollars of

The sale o 50 million
United States Panama 3 per cent
bonds, by popular subscription at
pticea averaging about 2& per cent
above par, demonstrates that the credit of the United States government is
the highest in the world. No other
government can eell a 3 per cent bond
at par, and it takes a 4 per cent bond
of the strongest states and municipalities in tba United States to bring
that price.
The success of this latest government bond Issue demonstrates that
many Individuals and institutions in
the United States wisn investments
of absolute safety, and are willing to
accept a small rate of interest on a
bond concerning which there can be
no question.
The current issue of bonds is the
first that has been sold since the Civil
war which has not had an artificial
market created by the demand from
national banks desiring to use bonds
A:
a basis for circulating notes. The
(.uttsanding 2 per cent bonds that are
available for this purpose are worth
par, but the officcials of the treasury
department believe that no more stun-u'iu- s
should be given to the emission
of bond secured, national bank notes,
of w hich nearly 700 million dollars are
now in use. They were In doubt,
moreover, as to whether even the national banks would buy any more 2
per cent bonds at par.
Of all the existing 913 millions of
government bonds outstanding, the na
tional treasury holds 725 millions as
security either for bank notes or for
government deposits in the banks.
Most of the other 188 millions are
owned by; Institutions or individuals
for special purposes, for which abso
lute safety is a greater consideration
than the rate of interest.
The treasury department has now
ascertained that a purely investment
market exists for a 3 per cent bond,
and the financing of the , Panama
canal on that basis is assured.

FORGETTING THE INNO- CENT
"It is not too much to say that the
administration of criminal law in this
country is a disgrace to our civiliza
tion ,and that the prevalence of crime
and fraud, which here is greatly in
excess of that in European countries,
is due largely to the failure of the
law and Its administartors to bring
''"
criminals to Justice.";- ,
riot
of an agir
hereheword's
tittbri not of a tnucteiaker, not of a
sensationalist, but of tfi'el)"resident" of
the; Tnited States, on the 11th of Sep
te&bfer, 1909. They were true theit
They' are true now, editorially comments the New York World.
On the 25th of March, 1910, one of
the most atrocious murders in the y
of New York was committed.
Ruth Wheeler, a young girl intent upon earning an honest living and helping a widowed mother, was enticed to
an East side house by Albert WoHer,
pretended employer, and killed. The
murderer was promptly detected,
promptly tried and promptly convicted
and sentenced to death. He was a
wretch who had made a' practice of
liirlnsr young women. In this instance
he Jjmet one who sacrificed life for
Z
honor.
Oi the 27th of April Judgment wag
his-tor-

The Optic calls the attention of the
mayor and city council to the sale by
local dealers in fireworks of the deadcap pistol. Traffic in this deadliest
of all
toys should be strictly
prohibited If the lives of the young
l.v

sters are to be safeguarded, not to
scy saved.
The cap pistol is held to be the most
dangerous of all Fourth of July toys.
In many states its display and sale
are prohibited by statute, which in
flicts a severe penalty for violation.
In practically every well regulated
city, ordinances make it, a mlsdem'ean
or, punishable by a heavy fine to deal
ii the death purveyor.
It Is only In the smaller towns like
Las Vegas that dealers " are J. brazen
enough to attempt to sell the cap pistol
Hundreds of fataliaties used to occur
every Fourth of July among children,
their deaths being traced nine times
out of ten to tetanus, resulting from
burns' or slight wounds inflicted by
"
'
the cap pistol.
,'
Every father and mother In Las Vegas should carefully look Into this
matter and see that no dealer- sells
their children a cap pistol. Thus can
their sale be stifled, even,, though the
city fathers fall to act. .
However, The Optic believes the
council will take prompt and effective
steps, now that the matter has been
brought to its attention. - V-
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CARRETA HAS LONG HISTORY
Ancient Indian Vehicle That Has Been
In Use Over Two Hundred
YearaA
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LORETTO PUPILS LONDON

ARE AWARDED

CORONATION

MEDALS

SPECTACLE

T

exercises
annual
closing
of Loretto academy were held ilon
room of
day evening in the assembly
the institution, on the West side. A
large number of relatives and friends
of the girls and young women who
attend the academy were present to
listen to the program, which consisted
of music, tableaux and readings and
the presentation of rewards of merit
to those students who have made exaliv snort records during the
year.
The presentation speech was made
Rabeyrolle,
by Rev. Father Adrian
pastor of the Church of the Immaculate Conception. Father Rabeyrolle's
remarks were full of kindliness toward
the young people who received the
medals and were aptly chosen.
The various medals, together with
those who merited and received them
The
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Coral Cameo Rings.
Coral Cameo Brooches.
Coral Beads.
Coral Cuff Links
Coral Scarf Pins
"

Coral Rings,
Coral Brooches,

?
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about two hours, a longer route will
sizes 5, 6, 7 and 8
THIS
AT BACIIARACH'S
Second Scholarship Gold Medal, donbe taken, by way of Charing Cross
E960,
per
pair
ated by Mr. Charles Ilfeld. Per centStreet, Pall Mall, St. Jame's
Merited by Cockspur
age for the year, 90.
JUNEU9th to
Street,
Piccadilly,
Hyde Park Corner,
Misses Josephine Murphy and Ruth
Hill.
Constitution
few
But
and
perCase.
Won by Miss Ruth Case.
sons, in comparison with the enor
Prize for Composition.
Percentage
now in London, will be
for the year, 90. Merited by Misses mous crowds
Foota good view of to
to
able
Silksi
get
Bernarda Martinez, Mildred Chandler,
morrow's
most
of
The
procession.
Soledad Montano. Won by Miss Sole
Silks Bought for This Special Sale
the great stands that have been
dad Montano.
on
erected
been
have
the
placed
Prize for Neatness. Percentage for
Are All New
the year, 95. Merited by Misses Mar- - route of Friday's procession which
ctlita Sena, Clotllde Romero, Soledad is expected to afford a more elaborate
27 inch Fancy Silks, regular 50c and 75c
than that of tomorrow
The sensible kind the only comfortable
i
Montano, Mildred Chandler, Annie spectacle
- 39c
wno
values, per yard
ronts
Fatient
rise
may
early,
Mar
Eloisa
Bernarda
Baca,
Lowrey,
kind of footwear in which children can enjoy'
secure standing room alongside the
19 inch Foulard, a special number, regutinez, Beatrice Standish, Josephine
a summer vacation to its fullest extent are
street curbs, but they will have to
lar 65c value, per yard.
49c
Murphy, Ruth Case. Won by Miss Clo
on tiptoe to see over the bear
stand
the low cut, ankle strap ties, the barefoot
tllde Romero.
'
27 inch Pongee, natural color, regular
Prize for Christian Doctrine, prim skin hats of the Foot Cards, tall
$andals, and the neat, smart pumps and
75c value, perpard.
59c
Merited by Misses fellows,' all of them, even if they n
ary department.
oxfords which will be more generally1 worn
Eloisa Gallegos, Margaret Floyd, Ag- dure the hours of tedious waiting and
27 inch Foulard, any shade in stock, regto
luck
have
the
retain
their
places.
On dress-u- p
occasirV We are ready to
nes Wllderstlne, VIda Suller, Jennie
ular $1.25 value, per yard
89c
coronation
has
to
The
attracted
Mueller.
Won
Maloof, Olga.
by Agnes
supply correct footwear from the smallest
London more royal visitors than has
Wilderstlne.
To examine these values means to buy.
Itoddler
through the various stages of girleood
Prize for, Good Lessons, primary de- ever been seen here at one time be'
are
In
well
worth
rooms
St.
fore.
an
the
of
State
examination.
ind
They
boyhood.
Merited by Margaret
partment.
'
Palace
of
Jame's
Duke
the
tonight
Floyd, Maggie Quintana, Agnes Wil
a dinner in their
derstlne, Eloisa Gallegos, Vlda Sulier, Connaught gives
Teresita Ullbarrl, Jennie Maloof, Jes- honor. One of the most distinguished
sie Flores, Olga Mueller. Won by Eloi- cf the foreign delegation is that of
Japan, which includes Prince Fush-imi- ,
sa Gallegos.'
Admiral Togo and General Nogl.
Prize for Atendanoe, primary departPrince
Henry of Prussia and his wife,
Maloof.
ment. Merited by Jennie
Good, Washable Skirts in
Music Gold Medal, donated by Mr. J. who represent the German Emperor
all sizes, newest styles, also
H. Stearns.
Percentage, of- the year, and Empress, are doublyp related to
Prince Henry's
90.7 Merited "by Mies Florence El- - the King, through
come in colors. '
'iott, Soledad Monjaftb, "Annie;, Lowrey, mother. Empress Frederick, and Prin)aest of recordliaHdle'diaxid
Eva Kammerer, Eloisa Baca. Won cess Henry's mother. Princess Alice.
The
.
I
eui xz
j OJj
The Crown Prince and Princess ' of
by Miss Soledad Montano.
we are always pleased' to tlay
well
Romania
known
are
in
England,
Prize, for Music. Merited by Missfes
:
n
1-- 3
!
8a S.K I
Mildred Chandler, Marie Clemen, The Crown Princess is King 'George's
tnem tor interested parties
Amelia Baca, Bertie Leonard, Ruth first cousin and spent her childhood
Case. Won by Miss Marie Clements, in England. She will be perhaps the
The percentage required for promo handsomest of the foreign Princesses
tion ?n this academy is 80. for grad attending the ceremony.
uation 90.
The Dutchess of Aosta, wife of the
Eva Kammerer having merited the heir presumptive to the throne of
Music Medal and Josephine Murphy Italy, will be the Crown Princess of
:U 1,
the Attendance Medal and neither hav Roumanla'8 chief royal rival in the
ing won, they requested to have one matter of good looks. She was mar-riestruck.
when Helene d'Orleans, to the
The ST OR E ' OF OUAtlt '
Duke of Aosta, at Kingston on the
Opposite
I'll call up my wife and tell her Thames, and she made her social deRailroad
but at a Marlborough House garden
I m detained at the office."
Castaneda
Avenue
"Be sure to shut the door of the party, so a visit to England is rather
Hotel
.
telephone booth. Last time I called like home coming to her. Other inup my wife from this cafe she heard teresting foreign visitors here for the
Izzed-Di1
the orchestra
5i
playing." Louisville ceremony, are Prince Yusuf,
of
Archduke
the
Francis
Turkey,
Courier Journal.
of King George
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DRY. CLEANING

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.

j
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Screened and

OALM NO WOOD
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Hand
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48c

48c

25th
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Unusual Offerings in

In Regards to Summer
wear for Boys and Girls

i
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The ancient carreta, now in the exhibit room of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, has had an eventful history, as wagons f 6. It' was' the
property of Alfonso, a Tesuque Indian, eighty-fiv- e
years old. Alfonso
said it had belonged to his greatgrandfather and that it had been exhibited at a local fiesta years before
as the oldest carreta In' Ih neighborhood. From these facts, well substantiated, and the great age to, which Indians live, as a rule, this, ancient carreta is estimated to be much over 200
years old. It was purchased by Captain Newton Chittenden; a,, noted Indian explorer, antiquarian and ethnologist, now living in Pomona, Cal,1 i '
On November 23, 1896,1 thlsvold. time
cart left Redlands, Cal.",' on its Own
wheels and reached Los Angeles December 15, a 'distance of over sixty
miles. Captain Chittenden accompanied it,, camping on the way and
walked most of the disjance,watcltg
with nxlQ.ua eyes
not fall to pieces, like Jthejjde acaajs.
wonderful "one:h6'rie"sn"ayj" from Its
great age. But It survived the Journey n good shape and was hauled; to
the "Chamber of CoShWrce0 exhibit
room, where, sheltered from wind jind
weather, it may remaTnTrpo6sffile200i
years more.
The wheels are made of cross sections of a sycamore tree, 38 Inches in
diameter and about eix Inches thick
at the outer rim. The hubs are of
one piece with the body of the wheels
and are roughly extended out te a
length of 18 inches. f Woodf nj pins
through the axle secure 'the cludisy
wheels. The body Is made; of cotton-wooexcepting the tongue, .whlcl is
e
a twisted and gnarled stick of
four feet long. - It was driven
by oxen hitched to the ' horns with
thongs of rawhide. Its counterpart
may be seen in the country districts
of Mexico today, drawn la a similar
manner, as this was when new, 100
Tears and more ago.
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Victor Talkin A Ma
chines and Records
Sold on
Easy; Payments
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White Duck Skirts
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PERSONALS

Prescripliohis!

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription Tilling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

CO.

Phone Alain 3

POST CARD DAY

SURE TO BE

A

MIER

J. H. Stearns and George A. Fleming yesterday visited Mr. Stearns'
ranch near Onava.
F. D. Howe, who resides near Mlsh
awaka. was among the visitors in the
Mr. Howe reports
citvv.ouay.
the
mea3r,Jops lookln8 good.
Mrs. Sam Bowen went yesterday to
vagonound-hirefshwill spend
a short .time W
aiting friends.
Walter Cayot has returned from At
chison "Kan. where he had been at
tending St Michael's College during
tbe past year.
Joseph H. Noyes and daughter, Miss
Helen, of this city, are visiting in
New Orleans with Mr. Noyes' brother,
Leornard Noyes, chief clerk of the
Miss Noyes will
steamship Imperial.
srend the summer in Blloxi, Miss.,
visiting relatives. The Noyes family
leslded in Mississippi before coming
to Las Vesras five veartt aen.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Hunker are
here from their home in Salisbury,
Mo., to visit Mr. Hunker's brother,
George H. Hunker and Mrs. Hunker.
0'her guests at the Hunker home are
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Vasse, of St.
Louis, Mo., 'brother and sister-in-laor Mrs, Hunker.. The visitors will go
rn a camping trln the latter nart of
this week.

VEGAS

Judging from the rapidity with
which the cards provided by the Com
mercial Club have been distributed to
the people of Las" Vegas, this city
will be among the foremost cities in
of
New Mexico in the observance
Post Card Day which occurs tomor
row.
Dr. John D. Hess, secretary
of the club, began the distribution
of 5.000 cards a few days ago. All
are gone now but a few hundred
In observing Post Card Day by
sending out "The Call of New Me
ico" to all parts of the world Las
Vegas will be Joining with every
other city and town in the territory.
Ten commercial clubs have issued
special postal cards and fourteen
newspapers have arranged to publish
special editions appropriate for send
ing to prospective residents of New

--

,

ON MAROONS

With a patched up team the Maroons
went, down to defeat yesterday afternoon, the Albuquerque Grays taking
the second game of the series by a
si ore of 4 to 3. Schoeny was out ol
the game on account ot a wrenched
nee, which he acquired in Monday
afternoon's game. Frank Angel was
not sufficiently recuperated from his
sprained ankle to be on third base.
Red Young, who started the game on
the third corner, was put down and out
by a collision with Lembke, the fast
Albuquerque second baseman. All
these things made it necessary to shift
the Maroons about, to the detriment
of their playing strength.
Edburn pitched for the locals. He
as a trifle unsteady and his curves
were not so bewildering as they usual- are. The support he received was
enough to have taken the heart out
of any twirler, seven errors
being
made behind him. In all eleven hits
were gleaned off Edburn.
Some of
these, however, were of the scratchiest
kind and due to bonehead fielding on
the part of the Maroons. Wilson was
decidedly off yesterday, making three
ranks errors and pulling off a bone-heaplay in the left garden. Wilson
partially redeemed himself with a two- base hit The little short stop undoubtedly is fast but he is having a
run of hard luck. . The fans are still
with him and if he will begin playing
the kind of ball of which he undoubt
edly la capable, e will make good.
Rube" Weeks twirled for Albuquer
que, Evidently he had tne Maroons
hoodooed, as they were able to gather
only four hits off his delivery.
The Maroons made one score in the
first on Ellis' single and Wilson's double. From then until the eighth they
got neither hits nor runs. With one
down, Ellis got to first on an error.
Wilson got on when Lembke fumbled.
Martin flew out to right. Wilson and
double
Ellis scored on Lockhart's
down the first base line. This ended
the scoring for the Maroons.

the! Money, But Mailed Pocket
book With Us Papers Back to
Hit Victim.

.'

CONTRACTS

Las Vegas men will construct the
handsome new building which is to
be erected on the grounds of St. Anthony's sanitarium and will materially
Increase the facilities of that Inr.ltu-tlon- .
The contract for the construction of the building proper has been
let to J. K. Martin. F. J. Cehring
will install the plumbing and Charles
O'Malley will put in the electric wir
ing system. The contracts were let
by the sister superibr in- Leavenworth.
Kan.
The building i9 to cost between $21,- 000 and $25,000. It will be two stories
in height and embrace also a largo
and airy basement. The building will
be equipped with all the modern facilities for the comfort and welfare of
patients. Construction work will be
begun as soon as possible as the Increased room Is needed in order to accommodate the growing patronage of
the sanitarium.

Kept

light-fingere- d

TURN TABLES

IN

THIS THIEF WAS THOUGHTFUL

five-doll-

ARE AWARDED

WE'RE NOT

DOING

OUR

BEST

If We Were, We Would Not Have to
'
Die In Order to Reach

Heaven.

g

BABY

Albuquerque started scoring in the
lick.
second. Arter got a
Patterson scratched a single. Arter
scored when Young erred on A.
Weeks' drive to third. In the fifth
inning, after two were down, Lembke
scratched a hit. He made a circuit of
the bases when Wilson let Salazars
grounder get away from him. In the
eighth Albuquerque got their last two
scores. Allen hit into left field. The
ball looked foul by at least a yard but
TJmpIre Duncan called it fair and Allen
reached second. R. Weeks went out
Lockhart to Ettlnger. Arter produced
e
hit, scoring Allen. Lock- hart messed up De Blassi's grounder
and Arter scored. De Blassl attempted
to make third and was caught out,
Martin to Montano.
The .Maroons pulled off two fast
double playa during the game, thus
getting out of bad holes. A good sized
crowd was present and got its money's
worth of baseball. Considering the
crippled condition of the Maroons the
locals put up a good game. Angel and
Schoeny1 will be back In the game Saturday when the Maroons tackle Santa Fe at Amusement park.
The box score:
AB. R. H. PO. A. E
Albuquerque
'....5 1 3 0 1
Lembke, 2b
4 0 2 2 1
Salazar, ss.
5 0 0 8 0
Hidalgo, lb
two-bas-

WORKS FOR HIS LIVING

Infant Is Found In London Who Hooka
Eyes on Cards for His
Poor Mother.
t

A baby aged two and one-hal-f
years
who works for his living by hooking
eyes on a card for his poor, working
mother, has been discovered in Lon

don.
"Gravely and Industriously this
baby toiler placed hook after hook in
Its place on the cord, saving a few
minutes every hour to the mother
who earns three shillings a week at
the most monotonous, weary, tread
mill type of woman's work that exists.
There are 12 hooks and eyes on each
card, and the worker is paid tenpence
for every gross of cards. First she
sews the hooks on the cards and the
child links each hook with an eye,
Then the eyes are stitched in place."
'In Great Britain there are 200,000
school children in full attendance who
work out of school hours for wages,
There are between 80,000 and 90,000
in the
who do a half-da- y
a half-dain the sohool,
and
factory
e
workers between
whilst the
thirteen and fourteen years of age
probably number 300,000. From these
statistics alone it can be seen that
over half a million children under
fourteen years of age are breadwin
ners. There are 120,000 factory children under fourteen and nearly 400,000 children and young persons under
eighteen years of age working In the
factories.
half-time- rs

y

full-tim-

-
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SECOND CAME
YESTERDAY
THEY WON BY CLOSE SCORE
OF 4 TO 3

d

Hew mankind defers from day to
iay tbe best it can do and the most
oeautiful things it can enjoy, said H.
W. Mable'most truthfully.
It does
seem that many good people are putting off real enjoyment until they get
to Heaven, never thinking that that is
a very slow and risky way of getting
there. Some people think that getting
into Heaven Is going to make a great
change, when the fact Is the ascent
will be so gradual as to make little
difference. The Bible is full of this
idea.
The doctrine that an old crusty, selman
fish, deceitful, neighbor-hatinwill turn lntoaan angel at the pearly
gates Is not scriptural, and it does not
stand to reason. No, sir; a man gets
to Heaven because he belongs there;
because he has made the best of life,
has done the kindest things, helped
tbe weak, filled his days with cheer,
good will and good works, and decked
his life with the beatitudes of his Master.
We are not doing it so well as we
might, as Mr. Mable suggests. No
one does his best. No one enjoys the
most beautiful things. If we did, we
would not have to die to get to heaven. We would then be doing our part
in answering the prayer, "Thy kingdom come on earth as it is in heaven."
Ohio State Journal.

Arter, rf.
Do Blassl, If.
Patterson, cf.
A Weeks, c..'.

tf

1

1

0
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2

13

2

5
2
0

4

0

0

2

0

4

0
0

1
1

0
6

0

4

4

2
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total

4 11 27 11
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"Wh-what'-

the little dancer In the first
a hit with her barefoot act.
she got a hand on that foot."

"Yes,

Baltimore American

;
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Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on All fUnda ot
Building job Woik a Specialty.
Phone Main 33S.
Opposite Optlo.
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San MigueiNational Bank
M. CUNN1NOHAM, PfMldeat,
PRANK SPRINOER, Vic Pmldent,
'"'
D. f.HOSKINS, Cuhler,
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AB. R, H. PO. A. E.
Maroons.
0
2 1
lf. ,j
Ellis,
t
The Remnant.."
$
2
3
1
1
.1..
ilson,,'ss.
.......
...4,
This worl4,la full of people whose
0 5,;. 3 .0
. . ..
"a
Martin.
0,,
,.3
Inner
salvation
and
whole happiness
4 0 1 3 3 2
depend on their doctrine and practice lockhart 2b.
4 0 0 9 1 1
of the remnant We have referred al Ettlnger, lb.
4 0 1 3 0 0
ready to the decay and obscurity of Padilla, cf
later life. But the position is equally
4 0 0 4 3 0
rf, 3b
true of multitudes in their prime, Montano, 3b.
1 0 0 1 0 1
Young,
With them also the fragment is all
......3 0 0 0 4 0
that seems left They have lost the Edburn, p
3 0 0 6 0 0
thing which made life desirable. Their Sandoval, rf
fortune has gone, or their friend, or
their health. Passion has wrought
34 3 4 27 16
Totals
disillusion. The man or woman on
Score by innings:
whom they had staked their affections
is not what they thought Tbe cup
which brimmed and sparkled has Albuquerque ....0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 r4
turned into a draught of bitterness. Is Las
Vegas ..... .1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
this, then, life's def eatT Not unless we
'
or
no
loss
is
fortune.
There
choose.
so
I Summary V- Earned runs, Albuquerpro- no wreok of personal affection, no disque, 1; Las Vegas 1; Two base hits
"On the contrary." frowned the
aster in the ephere or the visible but
fessor running his fingerslikethrough
a refio can be turned by the soul's Inner en Arter, 2, Allen 1, Wilson l; Sacrifice
BDed beard, "I look
A. Weeks, Wilson; Left oh bases
Tribune,
ergy into some higher phase of the bjt8,
f barberlsm."-Cbic- ago
8, Las Vegas 5; Struck
A'buquerque
living. J. Brierley. .
'

In visiting the average dry arm
many things are lacking that ar
necessary to make this home a plear-an- t
place in which to live. No farm
can be truly a home without live
stock. Milk, cream, butter, cheese,
eggs and various kinds of meats ar
necessary. These contribute to the
comfort and happiness of tbe family.
The companionship of animals is a
great factor in developing the spirit
of country life in young people, writes
R. W. Clark In the Orange Judd
Farmer.
The Iamb, colt, calf, pig.
chick, all help to make the country,
and attractive.
pleasant
'
Grain is the main dry crop. The
farmer's eggs are all In one basket!
Grain is his only source of Income.
If storms and insects take it the expenditures and efforts of the whole-yeaare lost I believe a few milch,
cows are a source of Income all tha
time. Butter fat Is sold to the
creamery each day, a few calves cao
be vealed and disposed of to toe
butcher. A few hens will pick up a,
great deal of waste grain that would
be lost. The rsvenue Is sufficient to
provide the family with groceries.
A few sheep will furnish meat for
the table and cash at various times
during the year when there is no
wheat to sell. The same is true,
when there are horses, beef cattle
and hogs to sell. These all provide
an Income when it Is most .needed,
and the farmer can pay cash and
thereby secure many advantages that
cannot be secured by credit.

''

$100,000.00',
.39

.

Because the advertiser has done something: to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
only in making, the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, howeyer.mpqh confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in ftierri', he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

Cmpltmi Pmld Id

2

Companionship of Animals Is Great
Factor In Developing Spirit of
Country Life In Youth. .;

ADVERTISED GOODS
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DRY FARM PLEASANT

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

two-bas-

Allen, 3b.
R. Weeks,

MAKING

'

WORK ON NEW BUILDING FOR ST.
ANTHONY'S SANITARIUM TO
BEGIN AT ONCE

The West side man took a small, flal
wallet out of his hip pocket ani
showed It to a friend. "Uncle Sam it
a good postmaster," he said. "I got
that in the mail yesterday, Just as il
is, without even a rubber band aboui
it to hold the contents in."
'But why should you get your owt
wallet in the mall I don't under
stand."
The West side man smiled rathei
reluctantly. 'The fact is," he con
fessed, "I had my pocket picked 1
few nights ago first time in my life
I was going home on the street cai
and somebody relieved me of thla
purse. Fortunately it contained onlj
a
bill in money, hut ther
were two promissory notes in it and
some other papers which were valuable to me, only. The
citizen kept the money, but was sufficiently' considerate to toss the purse,
containing all the papers, into the r
ceivlng "box of one of the branch post
Mexico.
offices. Some of my visiting card)
In Las Vegas many of the business were in the wallet and he chose tb
houses have planned to send out pos- - post office nearest my home. I call
tnls and literature in large quan that thoughtful, don't youT The post
tities. The Normal University has office employes evidently gave th
the most respectful attention,
joined in the movement and every purse
was delivered to. me intact, bul
for
it
citizen probably will send "The Call It was not wrapped or tied. I supposa
of New Mexico" to from ten to 100 the Intention was to have me see Just
relatives and friends. If you have not the condition in which the post offlc
New York Sun.
thought about observing Post Card had received it"
about It right
Day, begin thinking
'
now. Purchase a bunch of one cent
The Ancient Oracles.
of
hunch
an
and
large
equally
Herodotus mentions between seven
stamps
postal cards, being careful to select ty and eighty oracles of one sort and
cards which bear pioturea of build- - another. There is no reason for think
who patronized
ines or scenery In the vicinity of ing that the people
had other than the live
oracles
the
Las Vegas rather than the sentimen liest faith in them, else why should
tal or comic productions. When you they have gone to them, sometimes at
"have finished this preliminary make great trouble and expense to them
up a list of the people whom you selves? The two great oracles wer
would like to acquaint with the ad those at Delphi and Dodona, though
there were several others that stood
vantages of San Miguel county In par well with the
people. The predictloni
ticular and New Mexico in general; were, of course, nothing but predic
address the cards and get them in tions, since it Is now generally under
to
the box early tomorrow
that . the nromoters of those
morning.
Remember you have only this evening famous institutions were only ordinary
human beings like those who patron
in which to get busy.
ised them. The deliverance of th
oracles belong to one of two classes,
A MUNICIPAL NEED
first, those founded on secret inform
tlon, and, secondly, those In which
A municipal need, the existance of
the oracle had absolutely no Ideas
by on the subject and took refuge 1b
which had not been suspected
iinu-neiB- .
It was tne laiio
!,.
most of the citizens of Greater New
than the infalli
neoDle
rather
tt
f
a
York, has just been discovered by
of the oracles tnat Kept wem
bility
rep
state
member of the
legislature
up so long.
resenting the Borough of Queens,
New
that
This statesman believes
2 Awful
Inquisition.
Vcrk City requires a department "if
colored girl, deeply insulted
a
little
agriculture and has written to the
het
by her playmate, who had pushed
Mayor urging the inolusion In tjhe "ott'n de stoop," took her case before
new city charter of some provision the justice of the peace. He Inquired
turn-to "stimulate and direct intensive into the circumstances and said,
'
one:
tn
the
injured
fisrdening, fruit and berry raising.-w
auowea o I. iu.
"The plaintiff
It 3s explained In support of this dem
defendant a question,
mand that there is something like
the assault"
i
within
sans, v.
frrty thousand acres ";ef land
"m.' ' dat '.w say...
the limits of the greater city. Most ot
"I say that you may ask the de
.
this is in small scattered lota but it fendant a question- - :.- - nd
ask
nM?
Ah
her,
ll
is held by the originator of the plan
'
"
rniMtloBtyoa like."'
cul- ti'aj if it can he. 'brought under
mw. --v mm studied the floor a mo
iuv
ot
thfftion until it ie needed for buna
rri,.n with the uolltest
,
menk.
will
sum
ah lnauired, "Sally, am yo
ing purposes a considerable
he realized and employment will be UJAiUUiH wll?" Everybody's Magathousands of
furnished to several
those who are now infrequently em. a Wretched Pun,
ployed. The plan is being seriously
had paid a long-do- advocated by its projector and if It
tonsorial
a
neighboring
to
visit
become
is adopted New York may
layed
a competitor of the more thoroughly
his
Later in, the day he, encountered
rural counties of the state as an ex
implacable enemy, the doctor.
hibitor of prize pumpkins and big
Well " remarked the doctor,
look a
apples at the various agriculture ex
inspecting, him, "you
be-human
civilized
a
like
hibitions.
"I hear
act made

out py Week
The Detroit club has signed Pitcher
y Edburn "3; hit ly
pitcher,! Martin passed balls, Weeks Joe Harrington of Wakefield! Mass,
1; wild throw, Weeks; .double plays,
old battery partner of Catcher
n
Montano to' Martin to pulnfer;
Casey now with the Tigers.
to Montano to EUinger to MonJimmy Callahan has been a great
tano; time of game 1:30; Umpire., help to the White Sox this season.
I
Duncan.
Few If any players have anything
ca Jamee when it comes to the fine
points of the game.
President Ban , Johnson says that
St. Louis, Boston and Detroit will
BASEBALL NOTES
erect steel pavilions next season, and
all the cities id! the American League
will then have fire proof ball parks.
In a recent game with Brooklyn the
In Pitcher Benn the Dubuque, la.,
Pittsburg Pirates made three double club claims to have the original "Wild
steals.
Man of Borneo." In three games
Manager Jack Dunn's Baltimore that Benn started he pitched a total
team is coming strong in the Eastern of nine Innings, in which he Issued
24' passes to first base, hit two
League race.
The Chicago Cubs have refused to batsmen, forced in two runs, made a
waive on Lefty Russell,
Connie balk and an error and was nicked for
Mack's $11,000 beauty."
nine safe hits.
Outfielder Roy Miller, of the Boston
Rustlers, continues to lead the Nation-a- !
y
.
4
League in ratting.
Pitcher Jomes, the Toledo heaver,
WITH THE BOXERS
displayed some fine goods on his de
but with the Cleveland Naps.'
Bobby Cnmithers, the old Baltimore
Bill Papke has agreed to another
player, has been dropped from the
with Jim SulHvan, the Engmeeting
staff of Three-- I League umpires.
lish champion.
With Manager Hal Chase back in
A pavlllion that will seat 30,000
the game the New York Americans
is being erected in Tulsa, Okla.
people
did great work ayalnst the western
for the Carl Morris-JiFlynn bout,
teams.
July 4.
Covington, Works and Lafitte of the
Don't leave Just a minute, gentleDetroit Tigers are one, two, three In
men Thomas Sharkey, a curly wolf
the list of winning pitchers in the
of the old school, announces that he
American League.
Is ready td fight again, and challenges
First baseman Daubert is the only Jack
Johnson to fuss for the champ
Brooklyn player hitting for .300 or ionship of the world.
better and the Cubs haven't got a single man In the charmed circle.
Son Dis ' perfec', setting here all
TJmpIre Ralph Fray, who has made
sood In the Northwestern League, is day fishing'. Eh, dad?
to be added to the National
Dad (sighing) Oh, I dunno; we
League
staff !n the near future.
have to bait our hooks! Exchange
Ed-bur-

WITH
WILL JOIN
OTHER CITIES IN EXTENDING
CALL OF NEW MEXICO
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Tl me Deposits
''

HANDLING YOUR SAVINGS
so as to increase them is the provence of a good sav- -

"

, ings bank.

Such an institution is

THE' "LAS VEGAS SAVINGS DANK
,

.'

invites you to take advantage of its advantages, its
abfe and conservative management and its financial strength The opening account need not be large. In fact
-

v-I- t

almost any sum is sufficient to commence.

-

V

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAIIK

'

r
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One Uptic

I

Estrsy Advertisement
Notice la hereby glrea to whom It
may concern teat the following described estray animal waa taken up by
Mr. J. T. Huber, Dexter, N. M.
t:
One brown mare pony
about 9 years old, 14 bands high.
white spot In forehead.
Branded
r wT
On left shoulder
U
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sola
by this Board for the beueflt of the
I owner wnen round.

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal waa taken up by
drlington Brothers, Vaughn, N. M.
One sorrel horse, fifteen
hands high, 8 years old.
Branded
IsJi
On right hip
Said animal being unknown to thUBoard, unless claimed by owner on o.before July 8, 1911. said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertlsement, said estray will be tow
owner when found.
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Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
horetaT riven to whom It
Notice la hereby given to whom it
de-may concern that the following
may concern that the following deuy
cribed estray animal was
scribed estray animal was taken up by
vtnif--a

1

iau
J. L. House, House, N. M.

Cullers, Morlarty, N. M.
One bay mare 13 or 14
bands high, about 18 years old, star
lu forehead, with left hind foot white.

14 H O C.

THE LOBBY
BHUHI

THE

RESTAURANT

AND CAFE

DINNERS
...
unutna .nr. "ocrtlll A RALWAYS

REST GOODS

pt.t.

HANDLED

One sorrel mare about
hands high, 8 or 9 years old.
Branded
SSttBl
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
On left hip
.
Branded
14
hands
One sorrell mare about
On left hip
welcome to the
high, 7 or 8 years old.
Said animal being unknown to this CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A brothers always
Branded
W. O. Wood, sachem,
wigwam.
A. M. Regular comBoard, unless claimed by owner on or
On left hip
David Flint, chief of records and
5 before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
jwr r
munication first and
One bay mare about 14 hands,
Y.
ad?r.y8 after last appearance of this
collector of wampum.
third Thursday in each
or 6 years old.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
said estray will be sold
brothvertisement,
month.
Visiting
M.
N.
Branded
Albuqueique,
ers cordially invited. B. P. O. ELKS Meets Becona
by this Board Tor the benefit of the
Fir6t pub. Junel", last pub. June 28, '11
On left hip
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
found.
when
owner
W. M.; Chas. H.
H.
William
hands
13
fourth Tuenday evening of each
Stapp.
One sorrel mare about
Albuquerque, N. M.
SANITARY
BOARD,
CATTLE
1
Secretary.
Sporleder,
Estray Advertisement
2
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '1
old.
month at O. R. C. halL Visiting
liiih,
years
Not let U hereby given to whoa. It
Albuquerque, N. M.
Branded
are cordially invited. O.
Brothers
may concern mat me ioiiowmg c
First
pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11 LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estray Advertisement
On left hip
crihed estray animal was taken up dj
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D- - W.
Notice la hereby given to whom It N C. Tidwell,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-- .
hand3
One sorrel horse .about 13
Dwyer, Id. M.
Advertisement
may concern that tne ioiiowmg oe
Condon, Secretary
Estray
ular conclave second TuesOne gray mare about
high, 2 years old.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Ma
Notice is hereby given to whom it
at
month
In
each
day
1'.. F. Forsythe, East Las Vegas, N. M, years old.
Branded
j
. o. E. Meets first and third Tuesmay concern that the following de sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. u. i
Branded
One black mare, weight
On left hip
taken
was
by
animal
Re
up
scribed estray
Rnnnher. S. C Chas. Tamme.
day evenings each mouth, at FraOn left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
about 600 lbs., has bay colt.
N. M. corder.
Optic's Number, Main 2.
Blanca,
Pena
or
on
Eleuterlo
s
Leyba,
owner
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
Board, unless claimed by
Branded
Branded
One black mare about 10
E3
, 1911, said date being iu
before
July
On right hip
Brothers cordially invited to attend.
On left hip
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERof this ad years old, weight about 700 lbs. about
last
appearance
after
days
NO.
3,
CHAPTER
VEGAS
LAS
marks
Ear
Branded
B. F McUuire, President; E. C
TISEMENTS
vertisement, said estray win oe soiu
feet high.
MASON8
Regufar
ARCH
ROYAL
the
On right hip
of
benefit
this Board for the
O,
Ward, Secretary.
Branded
Jive cents per line each Insertion.
tiaid animal being unknown to wis by
convocation first Monday
Said animal being unknown to tma
on or owner when found.
owner
claimed
by
unless
Estimate six ordinary words to a Board, unless claimed
11
Board,
left
On
ZS,
or
on
hip
last pub. June
by owner
.in each month at Ma- KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
10 First pub. June 17,
line. No ad to occupy less space than before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 before Juiy 8, 1911, said date being
Said animal being unknown to this
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
ad
this
of
last
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
appearance
wo lines. All advertisements charg-Uav- e
claimed by owner on or
unless
after last appearance of this ad days after
Board,
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
sold
will
be
said
estray
I
vertisement,
Advertisement
sold
10
will
be
Thursday in O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
d will ha booked at aoaca actually vertlsement, said estray
Estray
before July 8, 1911, said date being
P.; Chas. H. Sporleder,
Is hereby given to whom t
of the by this Board for the benefit of the
Notice
bcnefit
the
Ma
building. Visiting memoers are cor.
ad
tor,
of
this
to
without
?oar
of
number
et,
owner when found.
regard
mav concern that the following de days after last appearance
secretary.
when found
owner
dlally Invited. W. R. Tipton, O.K.;
CATTLE' SANITARY BOARD.
words. Cash in advance preferred.
scribed estray animal was taken up bv vertisement, said estray will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
M.
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
N.
Albuquerque,
M.
the
N.
of
M.
benefit
W. H. Gale, Lucia,
Albuquerque. N.
by this Board for the
last pub. June 28, '11
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O.--E
One bay horse about 13
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11 First pub. June 17,
found.
owner when
8 Meets second and fourth Thurs I. O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
hands high .about 12 years old.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Advertisement
1.
Estray
Meets every Monday evening at
WANTED Dining room girl. 403 R.
M.
N.
Advertisement
Branded
dava in Masonic Temple. Mrs.
Albuquerque,
Estray
Notice ia
given to whom it
hall on Sixth street. All "lilttheir
'11
It. avenue.
Notice is hereby given to whom it may concernhereby
28,
June
shoulder
On
delast
17,
June
pub.
the
M.
that
right
First pub.
following
Agnes
Tripp, Worthy Matron;
may concern that the following de scribed estray animal was taken up by
brethren
cordially invited to ating
Branded
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
scribed estray animal was taken up by N. C. Tidwell,
M.
tend.
Carl
N.
Cart
sec
Wertz, N. .; A
WANTED Good cook. 725 6th st
Dwyer,
this
in
to
mnrn
Catarrh
rrv.ro
On
right hip
B. P. Forsythe, East Las Vegas, N. M.
A. Howell, Secretary
Mrs.
Minerva
V.
T.
One gray mare about 12
all
other
G.;
iT. M. Elwood,
than
Rogers,
Said animal being unknown to th. tion of the country
One small iron gray mule.
nut together, and until the last
W. E Crites, treasurer;
old.
claimed by owner on or
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street
years
Secretary;
unless
Board,
Branded
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 few years was supposed to db docPninilwl
C V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
On left Jaw
For a great, many years
On In
htn
Ci
days after last appearance of this ad- tors
NO
and
LODGE
1,
DORADO
disease
EL
local
pronounced it a
Branded
FOR SALE Young burro.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Inquire
Branded
,
local remedies, anu vy
prescribed
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
the
of
I
benefit
On
Board
for
the
left
this
623 Railroad avenue.
by
hip
St
to cure with local treat-mpiiIn
failing
On right, hip
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
owner when found.
Sci
Said animal being unknown to this
every Monday evenronounced it incurable.
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITAR? BOARD.
conMeets the second and fourth Fria
to
be
cuumeu
on
or
owner
ouaru,
catarrh
uuiess
Dy
has
ence
proved
SALE-In
hall.
Castle
M
IOR
30
brown leghorn
ning
Albuquerquo. N.
10 Board, unless claimed by owner on or
dat9 be,
disease and therefore reJuly 8 1911
day's of each month in the W. O.
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, 11 stitutional
Hall's
treatment.
Visiting Knights are
constitutional
adafter
last
this
of
days
appearance
quires
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
i
adCatarrh. Cure, manufactured by F. J.
invited.
vertlsement, said estray will be sold days after last appearance of this sold
cordially
George
Consul;
Clay, Venerable
said
the
will
be
is
Ohio,
vertisement,
estray
&
Toledo,
Co.,
this
Board
for
the benefit of the
Cheney
by
Chas. E. Llebsoh-nleAdvertisement
mar-Vp- t
Z. W. Montague,
this
of the
Board
for
benefit
the
Estray
on
cure
Clerk;
by
Laemmle,
the
constitutional
KOH SALE White Wyandotte chicks.
s
fo"??;
Notice is hereby given to whom it only Tt. In taken Internally in doses
owner when found.
own!T,"
Chancellor assistant deputy. Visiting NeighCATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
concern that the following de from 10 drons to a teaspoonful. It
CATTLE
may
SANITARY
BOARD.
Price according to size. Mrs. M. E.
Commander. Harry
Albuquerque, N. M.
bors are cordially Invited.
scribed estray animal was taken up by act9 directly on the blood and mucous
Albuquerque. N. M.
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
Martin, Keeper of
Johnson, Humboldt, Kan.
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11 B as Sandoval, Alameda, N. M.
surfaces of the system. They offer
Records and Seal.
One dark bay horse about one hundred dollars for any case it
3 a r rn
l. on
DKNT1STS.
m
n i
it.
r..
noc
nmoum
and
circulars
cure.
for
Send
,u
to
oojMuauu.
p.tr9U
8 or 9 years old, weighs about 700 fails
Advertisement
testimonials
Estray
Notice is hereby given to whom it
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Money
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
F. R. LORD
Notice is hereby given to whom it lbs.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.. To
mum accompany order. Mrs. Mag- - may concern that the following de- UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
deconcern
Branded
the
that
Ohio
may
ledo,
following
scribed
was
animal
taken
up
estray
by
ie K. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan, R 2.
DENTIST
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Sold by druggists, 7!V
On right shoulder
and third Wednesdays of each
Marselion Sanchez, Padlllas, N. M.
const
Earl Littrell, Colfax, N. M.
for
Pills
Hall's
Take
family
Pioneer
Office
Building
Branded
One small bay horse about
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
pation.
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de- 3
One sorrel blazed faced
Rooms 3 and 4
On left shoulder
years old.
A. E. Bay ward, F. M.; W. A
hall.
horse weighing about 700 lbs.
scriptions. Notary seals and recPhone Main 67
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
Glvens, Secretary.
Visiting mem- Office
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medi- ,
Branded
PK1
ords at The Optic office.
Main 41S
Phone
unless
claimed
on
Residence
owner
or
oard,
by
strengthen-in?are
On left shoulder
cine. They
till On left shoulder
hea'lng,
bers cordially invited.
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
antiseptic and tonic. They act
Branded
and Red
Said animal being unknown to this First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11 quickly. O. G. Schaefer
On left hip
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
NO,
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or days after last appearance of this ad- Cross Drag Co.
Said animal being unknown to this before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 vertisement, said
102
at
Meets
DENTIST
Monday
night
every
will
sold
be
estray
In- - Board, unless claimed by owner on or days after last
FOR RENT Furnished rooms,
In the Schmidt building, Suite 4, Crockett
this ad by this Board for the benefit of the
hall
of
their
appearance
Building. Has phones
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 vertisement, said
estray will be sold owner when found.
west of Fountain Square, at. eight
quire at 1209 Mora Ave.
office and residence.
at
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
days after last appearance of this ad- by this Board for the benefit of the
o'clock. Visiting members are cor
vertisement, said estray will be sold owner when found.
Albuquerque, N. M.
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presi
this
Board
for
benefit
the
of
CATTLE
the
by
SANITARY BOARD.
owner when found.
ATTORNEYS
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secre
Albuquerque, 'N.. M,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
June 17, last pub. June 28, 11
First
pub.
C.
GOVERNMENT FARMS FREE Offl- Advertisement
Treasurer.
Estray
Baily,
tary;
A1riitmiatiiiit XT Hf
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Geo. H- - Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
scribes every aero la every county
b June 17, last pub. June 28. '11
concern
may
that
the
deuuuea
iu lue
following
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
otaiea, vuniams
Estray Advertisement
HUNKER A HUNKER
Notice Is hereby given to whom it scribed estray animal was taken up by
township and section Plats! raln- I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
Attorneys at Law
Estray Advertisement
foii mono lorn lows
an mViara
nay concern that the following
Frank Davis, Stanley, N. Mr- of the month in the vestry Las
NoUce ia hereby given to whom it
day
.'
was
New Mexico
animal
taken
estray
up
by
Vegas
One red cow about 6 years
to get land without living on it,
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
may coaoem that the folIowlng de. S. L. Fisher, El Porvenir, N. M.
Indian
700
all about Irrigated farms and
weight about
lbs., white spot
scribed estray animal was taken up by
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
une yellow pony lour or old,
Id forehead.
reservation openings. Price 25 cents B. B. Spencer, East View, N. M.
MASSAGE
Isaac Appel,
five years old, weight about 500 or
cordially invited.
Branded
One roan gelding about 10 600
postpaid. !The Homeseeker, Saint
Charles Greenclay, Sec
lbs.
President;
w&s years old, 15
On left ribs
hands high, weight
Paul, Minnesota.
retary.
Branded
MRS. OT.LIE SHEARER
about 1,000 lbs., white spot in fore- Said animal being unknown to this
On left hip
Masseuse and Midwife
head.
tha Wake of the Measles
unless claimed by owner on or
of maSaid animal being unknown to this Board,
Phone
Residence
...Main 303
RED
MEN
in
The little son of Mrs. o a. rainier.
Meet
Broth
Fraternal
rtrnniW
before
8,
1911,
said
10
date being
July
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
. . . .
Little Rook, Ark., had the measles.
Parlor
Vegas 75
fourth
Phone.......
erhood
hall
the
of
the
Massage
sleep
un ,eI' nlP
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 days after last appearance of this ad
Tha TUHiilt Ml a navarA mtivh wtllh
Las
In
Fridays
each
Thursdays,
Vegas
of
month,
eighth
Thursday
Said
animal
being unknown to this days after last appearance of this ad vertisement, said estray will be sold
grew worse and he could not sleep.
thirtieth breath. Visiting and Saturdays.
run,
She says: "One bottle of Foley's Board, unless claimed by owner on or vertisement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit of the
Honey and Tar Compound completely before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 by this Board for the benefit of the owner when found.
owner when found.
cured him end he has never been days after last appearance of this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
alnce." Group,
whooping vertlsement, said estray will be sold
Folto
all
this
M.
N.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Board
for
measles,
yield
cough
benefit
the
cough,
by
of the
Albuquerquo,
Fu st pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
ey's Honey and Tar Compound. The- owner when found,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
genuine la In the yellow package alEstray Advertisement
O. G.
ways. Refuse Bubstltutes.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice
is hereby given to whom it
Phone Main 357.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
QUALITIES
Estray Advertisement
IS CLEAN, PURE AND HAS LASTING
may concern that the following de
is
Notice
to
whom it
hereby
given
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Many a man makes a nuisance of
may concern that the following deMade from distilled water
Eleuterlo Leyba, Pena Blanca, N. M.
himself rather than not attract attenscribed estray animal was taken up by
Estray Advertisement
One
16
horse
about
Notice la hereby given to whom it
bay
tion at all.
J. M. Heck, Cimarron,. N. M,
may concern that the following de- years old, weight about 900 lbs., about
LOCAL TIME CARD
t:
One brown pony horse
scribed estray animal was taken up by 5 feet high.
Acted
d
Quickly E Y. Park, Stanley, N. M.
about
years old, weight about 600
Foley's Kidney Remedy
,.
J . til
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was
J
PHONE 227 MAIN
WE8T BOUND
One brown horse about 12
pounds.
bothered with kidne. trouble for many
On right hip
Branded
hands
Fola
.almost
15
high
Arrive
roan, about
years. '1 was persuaded to try
Branded
HE No. 1
On left hip
1:60 P. M,
ley Kidney Remedy, and before tak--- years old, weighs about 650 lbs.
On
left
hip
Branded
ing u tnree aays i couiu ieei nu ueuoBranded
No. 3
8:15
A. M.
x
Said animal being unknown to this
ficlal effects. The pain lert my oacK,
On right hip
6:16 P. M.
So. 7
my kidney action cleared up, and II un ie" snouiuer
unless claimed by owner on or
Beard,
6:36 P. M.
;m so much better. I do not hesitate Said animal being unknown to this before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 Said animal being unknown to this No. 9
to recommend Foley Kidney Rem- - Board, unless claimed by owner on
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Depart
adedy." O. G. Scahefer and Red Cross before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 days after last appearance of this
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 No. I
J:10 P. M.
of Albuquerque, N. MH
ad- - vertisement, said estray will be sold
after
Drug Co.
last
of
this
daye
appearance
after last appearance of this ad No. 3
6:20 A. M.
dsys
'
vertlsement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit of the
5:40 P. M.
vertisement, said estray will be sold No. 7
this Board for the benefit of the owner when found.
which has just recently been organized with New Mexico capital
Many a fellow has gone to the bad by
Board for the benefit of the So. 9
this
7:00 P. M.
by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
because he has dvertnrtned himself to
and in which many Las Vegas business, men are heavy stockowner when found.
BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
be a good fellow.
Albuquerque. N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
holders, desires to announce the appointment of
EAST BOUND
The woman of today who has good First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11 First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Arrive
GEO. A. FLEMINd,
health, good temper, good sense,
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11 No. 2
6:10 P. M.
bright eyer and a lovely complexion,
of the Investment and Agency Corporation
Manager
the result of correct living ana good
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
11:10 P. M.
No. 4
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
digestion, wins the admiration of the Notice is hereby given to whom It
'
as its agent for this district. The company will be conservatively
8
1:15 A. M.
No.
deAdvertisement
concern
world. If your digestion is faulty may concern that the following
Estray
that the following
may
V..
;".
10
1:45
P.
No.
Stomach and Liver Tab- - scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up b
Notice is hereby given to whom it
managed and will be under supervision of the New Mexico InW. H. Gale, Lucia, N. M.
lets wrn wwro. u. rw biw oy u slm calley, Springer, N. M.
concern
Depart
surance Department at all times.
that
the following de
may
druggists.
One bay horse about 14
One bay mare about 15
1:15 P. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by No. 2
Keepjyour money at home by placing your insurance with a
hands high, about 9 years old.
11:20 P. M
No. 4
years old.
M. T., Nix, Rosebud, N. M.
The dentist ia seldom' on his uphome
company.
Branded
Branded
1:25 A. M.
t:
One roan horse pony about No. 8
pers, although he frequently operates
On left hip
M.
On right hip
1:10
P.
10
No.
12 or 15 years old.
on other people's.
Branded
Branded
Branded
On left Jaw
On right shoulder
On left hip.
Foley Kidney Fills take hold of your
Sail animal being unknown to tbi,
Sald &nim&i DeinK unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this
system and help you to rid yourself of Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on o.
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
10
your dragging backache, dull head- - tefore July 8, 1911, Bald date being 10 before July 8, 1911, said date being
last appearance of this ad
.after
days
adof
this
narvonsness. Impaired eyesight, days after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance
o,.fc
sold vertisement, said estray will be sold
be
will
said
sold
be
will
estray
vertisement,
ray
and of all the Ills resulting from the 7er"?fmeJrt'
by tola Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of th by this Board for the benefit of the
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities).
,
owner when found.
impaired action of your kidneys and
h
f
owner when found.
kjo.CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
bladder. Remember it is
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vieor. Refuse ubstitute
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M
nev Pills that do this. O. O. Schae- Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE BY O. G. SCHAEFER AND RED CROSS ORUQ CO.
M.
N.
'11
Albuquerque,
I First pub, June 17, last
pub. June 28, '11 First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28,
and Red Cross Drug Ca
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"STICK" WAS

Immense Circle of Acquaintances Created for Us by Mine's of Great
Writers.

Writer Tells of His Narrow Escape
From the Deadly Reptile of
tke Australian Bush.

An enthusiast's dictionary of the
novels of Sir Walter Scott informs us
that there are no less than 2,836 characters in his stories. These figures
serve to make us realize how surpassingly large is the circle of purely imaginative acquaintances whose names
and characteristics
and stories the
lover of literature and art stores in
his memory in the course of a lifetime, and how cosmopolitan the company is.
In infancy we are Introduced to the
early racial circle of acquaintances
whom we Inherit from our earliest
ancestors fairies good and wicked,
heroes of many climes, imaginary people whom we never forget and do not
allow to be forgotten by those. who
come after us. Then follow the giants
of childhood Robinson Crusoe, Christian the Pilgrim, Don Quixote, Gulliver.
Passing . acquaintances, once
liked, but readily forgotten, we pass
over. And now the circle widens suddenly. The companions of a lifetime
come trooping out of the past and
present Homer's heroes and heroines.
King Arthur's court, Canterbury pilgrims. Shakespeare's immortal company, the men and women Thackeray
drew, a few of George Eliot's characters, Dickens' unforgettable types, and
from abroad, Dumas' swashbucklers,
Balzac's crowded human comedy,
some of Daudet's personages, Tolstoy's Anna, Kipling's Soldiers Three
and Junglefolk, Hester Prynne, MereAnatole
dith's
great creations.
France's M. Bergeret and his contemporaries. New York Tribune.

The blacksnake Is the danger of the
Australian bush, and a deadly reptile
he is, whose bite will kill any one In
about eight minutes.
Yet, notwithstanding all the warnings I was given,
I never could remember to be on the
lookout for snakes nor to avoid doing
such foolish things as sitting on old
dead tree trunks, which are their
favorite hiding places.
I had just fired two barrels at a
rabbit when Just in front of me I saw
a long, gnarled, black stick, a charred
branch of a dead gum, as I thought
Another moment I should carelessly
have stepped either across or on it,
when one of the ladles of the party,
who was walking with us, seized my
arm and pulled me backward, calling
out In a voice of terror: "Take care,
it's a snake " Roused by her voice,
my "stick" woke up and & long black-snak- e
wriggled away in front of us.
The snake had got to its hole, but
my rescuer gallantly belabored It with
her stick, while my other companion
rushed up and blew the tall off at a
shot. Then one of the men dashed
away for a spade, with which it was
dug out, when we loosed both our 20
bores to make sure of killing it It
was s big snake and measured well
over three feet We were far more
pleased with our one blacksnake than
If we had shot a hundred rabbits.
Westminster Gazette.
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It Is One of Most
Promising
Crops for Dry Land.
Grow. Better on Loam
,nd Cay Soil
Than on Sandy and
Make. Good
8od Crop Under
Proper
Condition.
(By ALVIN

PEOPLE WHO NEVER EXISTED

FLAX

KETr.

CoIorado

A

"

cultural
The high prices College.)
which have
d
for flax seed have been
due
extreme shortage of
the crop in
pre-vaile-

grown under Irrigation
olT7?9
?rT land ,n prPer

uons. It
011e of
cash crops for dry land. In normal
seasons, on properly
prepared soils.
kP,robabl3P averae from 12 to
18
to the acre.
Flax grows best upon a
moist, well
compacted seed bed. It grows better
on loam and clay soil than on
sandy
sol but will
produce good crops on
fertile, sandy lands. Flax makes a
good sod, crop under proper conditions,
vvnen grown upon sod.
the
should be done when the sod breaking
is moist
to a depth of two and a half to three
inches. The breaking should bo
rolled down perfectly flat, ho as to
make good contact with the subsoil,
the rolling being done
after the breaking. After immediately
rolling, tho
breaking should be harrowed lengthwise once or twice to produce a mulch
at the surface.
Flax may then be planted upon
this prepared sod land, using twenty
pounds of good, plump seed to the
acre. The planting may preferably
be done with a disk press drill, planting from one to two inches in depth,
depending
soli conditions
upon
Whether planted upon new land or
upon old lands, the soil should be
moist in the spring to insure success.
If planted upon old lands, it should
only be planted upon lands which are
clean and free from weeds. If the
land is plowed, it should be plowed
very early to permit thorough compaction before planting. Flax may be
planted upon corn stubble by oimply
disking and harrowing the surface.
Only the brightest, plumpest and
cleanest seeds should be planted, as
flax diseases may be carried by
shrunken flax seed.
To prevent
bringing in flax diseases, seed should
be treated with formaldehyde. The
treating solution is made by adding
one ounce of 40 per cent formaldehyde
to two and a half gallons of water and
stirring thoroughly to mix. This
amount of solution Is sufficient to
treat five bushels of seed, i. e.,
f
gallon will treat one bushel of seed.
The seed should be placed on the
floor In a pile, or upon canvas, and
sprinkled. After the springllng, tho
pile should be shoveled over as concrete is mixed to thoroughly mix the
seed. The sprinkling and shoveling
should be repeated four or five times,
or until all tffe seed is thoroughly
moist on the outside. After treatment, the seed should be covered up
with canvas or gunny sacks or some
similar material, and left for two
hours, after which it may be planted
at once. If it cannot be planted at
once, it should be spread out and
thoroughly dried.
Seeding should be done as early in
the spring as possible and escape hard
frosts. The time will vary from the
1st to the 10th of May in most parts
of the state. The seeding should be
done by a press drill, using about
twenty pounds of plump, treated seed
to the acre. The seeding should be
done a uniform depth to Insure uniform ripening.
one-hal-

Purpose of Dry Farming Congress.
It is a fact (that is fast being ac
cepted) that any excess of water Is
injurious to plant growth and that
Herd crops in order J.o give their
maximum yields and choicest qualities should have neither a lack nor
excess of water. This condition can
best be' obtained in many sections
of the dry farming area, in under
drained fields of the humid area and
In the. irrigated sections where great
care is exercised in the application
of irrigating water. To teach the
farmers of the world these principles
and how to apply them to get the
best results is the mission of the Dry
Farming congress, which brings together delegates from all parts of the
world once a 'year.
Splendid Late Strawberry.
Fremont Williams
three years, and it Is the bout late
strawberry that I know of, says a
writer in an exchange. It Is a late
as Gandy, or even better. It was not
damaged by the late freeze Inst
spring. The fruit buds do not show
n until vpm late In the season. Ber
ries average large, with a bright, red
color, are smooth and nearly round
In shape. It stood the drouth of last
season well, and was one of the paying varieties for the freak season of
I have grown

'WOMAN'S

COURAGE

IS

HIGH

English Sociologist Advances the Theory That This Is Due to the
Maternal Instinct.
In high police circles woman's trait
of courage that exceeds their physical
strength is regarded ad no new manifestation in the proverbially weaker
sex.
associated
"Ever since I became
with police work," said one experienced officer, "I have noticed that
women seemed always ready to help
any one in apparent difficulties. Perhaps because they are weak them-

selves they are disposed readily to
help the weaker side without thought
of consequences to themselves."
A highly interesting explanation of
this undoubted bravery in women was
vouchsafed by J. W. Slaughter, the
eminent English sociologist, who assigned female courage largely to the
maternal instinct. "Nothing on earth
can be more ferocious, more dangerous and more courageous than the fe-- t
male animal defending her young.
The maternal instinct in woman is in
Itself, an inspiration to courage. You
will never see a woman on the edge
of a crowd taking the side of the upper dog. Women, moreover, act more
directly than men. .They are more
impulsive and less calculating.
"We are accustomed to think of
women as afraid of this or that, but
it is because they have not really had
experience. Courage is, after all, a
matter of experience. One is not
afraid of things one Is used to ' or
knows how to deal with.
Tipping In the Dark.
He had quite lost his English accent, his English manner, and his English appearance that waiter I met the
other day, but one little trick that he
retained betrayed him for a countryman of mine," said the Englishman.
"When I offered him a tip he turned
his back upon me and stretched his
hand out behind him to receive it.
"Nobody but an English waiter of
the old school would have received a
tip with so much humility. It was
never. the custom to cultivate that
modest demeanor anywhere except in
the tight little island. The old servitors there thought it a sign of dishonor to glue the eye on a fee before
It had left the customer's hand, but
the new generation of English waiters
Is as greedy as tljeir brethren in othei
lands and makes a forward thrust foi
whatever is offered."
Refined Torture.
The
question of the
meanest man had found its way Into
the conversation.
"The meanest man on earth," alleged Jones, "lives in Philadelphia-C- ity
of Brotherly Love. He resides In
an apartment hotel. His bedroom window gives upon a court which is possessed of terrific acoustic properties.
This meanest man snores. With the
coming of spring sleepers in the court
opened wider their windows. So did
accomplished
the mean man the
s
suffered.
enorer. His
They begged him to desist. Now what
do you think he did?"
fellow-tenant-

Nobody

guessed.

"He rigged up a megaphone, caused
it to project Into the open court, and
snored into it all night."

1910.

Fertilizing Apple Trees.
The New York Experiments indicate
no value from fertilizing apple trees
either with chemicals or form manure.
Whether the trees be Just In bearing,
'middle or old in years. In this New
York orchardists are most fortunate.
to ferAs for us, we shall continue
tilize.
Enemies of Sweet Potatoes.
enThe sweet potato has plenty of cutare
the
ones
The
principal
emies.
lear
worm, leaf minr, stem borer,
rollor and weevil

Love of Nature.
"

It Is a mistake to conclude that men
are Insensible to those beauties which
they are not continually talking about
and analyzing that the love of Nature is a new feeling because the taste
for the picturesque is a modern taste.
When the mountaineer descends Into
the plain, he soon begins to pine for
his native hills, and many have been
known to fall sick nay, even to die,
of that love. Yet had he never left the
hills, you would never have heard him
prate about them. Julius Charles
Hare.

BIG BLACKSNAKE
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DYNAMITE

IS

KING

Stupendous Job of Tunneling and
ing Being

Fill-

Done in New Jer-

sey Mountains.

When the grandfather of the present czar found his engineers disputing as to the best route for a railway
between two cities in his dominions,
the autocrat took rules and pencil and
drew on the map a straight line from
the one town to the other.
"Build it so!" he commanded.
And
he was obeyed.
That was the freak of despotism. In
this present century, skilled engineers
set themselves a like task at a saner
bidding. Up in the mountains of New
Jersey today a great railway is busy
with a cut-of- f
that when completed,
will shorten the right of way by a few
miles. Incidentally, this Is the largest railroad contract ever undertaken.
The cut-of- f
is being built to Bave miles
nothing else. To that end, the topography of the country Is disregarded as recklessly as the czar disregarded it in Russia aforetime. Simply, the road must run where the company wishes it to run, not where nature offers a path. A mountain in the
way must be tunneled, a valley that
interposes must be filled.
It Is for this sort of work that the
god of dynamite girds up his loins
and piles miracle on miracle In
About thirteen cars
achievement
loaded with dynamite are sent to the
cutoff from the nearest powder works
each week. Allowing four hundred
and fifty cases, of fifty pounds each,
to a car, we have a total of 292,500
MEASURES 100.000TH OF INCH pounds used there in a single month,
which amounts to almost ten thousand
Just think of itten
New Apparatus of English Invention pounds dally.
thousand pounds of dynamite exploded
That Will Determine Extremely
in that nook amid the mountains every
Minute Distances.
day! And that has been going on
a year already, and the end is not
for
The extreme delicacy of ecientlflo
measurement is shown by an appa- yet
ratus of English invention for comparing official standards of length. LEGACY BROUGHT MUCH WOE
Its action depends upon the interference of light waves, Causing shadow
Trouble That Came on Socialist Membands, the width of which is half the
ber of Reichstag Through Bewave length of the light employed.
quest of Admirer.
The red radiation from hydrogen or
cadmium Is used, and Its wave length
Much amusement has been caused
of an inch. The
Is, say, the
in
Berlin, particularly among memmachine carries two microscopes, one
of the reichstag, by the history
bers
of which Is attached to one of the
of a legacy left to a socialist memand
the
light
glass plates reflecting
ber by an admiring fellow socialist at
producing the interference bands.
Frankfurt1 This man, a humble tailor,
First, the recognized standard rod
left all his worldly belongings to the
say the imperial standard yard Is
politician as a mark of his respect and
and
two
the
under
microscopes,
placed
esteem for the principles of socialism.
Is
one of Its terminal marks
brought The total
value of the estate was
under the spider lines of each. Then
about
at
$350, which was duly
the rod to be tested is substituted, proved
over to the legatee. Then his
and one of Its terminals is accurately handed
troubles began. The widow, who had
adjusted.
of
the been separated from her huBband for
If it varies from the length
years, claimed half the estate;
standard, the other microscope, carry- many
and though her legal rights were nil,
unshifted
must
be
the
reflector,
ing
to his principles,
til coincidence is obtained. The num- the socialist, true she asked.
Shortwhich
$175
her
gave
move
past during
ber of bands that
authorithe
municipal
afterwards,
ly
half
the shifting, multiplied by the
s
of the light, gives the ties came forward and claimed $100
the tailor had received
difference in length of the rods. Sci- in respect that
poor relief for some time past, and
entific American.
this amount was also handed over.
Even then, however, the troubles of
the legatee were not yet ended. One
Not Beautiful to Modern Eyes.
day there arrived at his home a large
world
of
the
The famous beauties
pay $72. Reare wise when they leave no portraits case, for which he had to was
impossiTake fusal to accept the case
of themselves, says a writer.
as it was explained that it conimble,
an
was
She
of
Valols.
Marguerite
an urn in which were the ashes
moral, dishonorable, criminal, schem- tained
of the dead tailor, who, in accordance
ing," unscrupulous, villainous, but she
was dowered with such charm that with his expressed desire, had been
with the result that his esthere was not a Jailer or an enemy cremated,
for the crematorium
was
liable
tate
tried.
No,
if
she
charm
not
she could
was properly the
nor a woman even the wives of her fees, and the legatee
ashes.
The socialist
lovers. Men came from every coun- owner of thefound hir
reduced
thus
legacy
.member
only
year-lonjourneys,
try, taking
as
is still
and
to
there
three
litdollars,
a
after
went
and
away
to see her,
duty to be paid he will
tle glimpse saying they had "seen some stamp
find himself out of pocket beloveliness itself." Then one sees her probably matter
is ended, while there
fore the
not
Too
forehead,
much
portraits.
to
be a risk of fresh
always
appears
and
nose
a
Btralght
enough eyebrow;
in.
claims
put
a
being
one
picture
expressive mouth (in
lovely mouth) and that is all. Mary
Queen of Scots, was lovely three
The Dog's Bath.
Short-coate- d
kingdoms battled because of her
dogs need grooming as
leave
beauty and' yet her piotures
well as the.
varieties. To
one cold. Fouche said her portrait keep them in good condition they
showed every trait of the lowest should be well brushed every morncriminal type. That was before, he ing.
knew whose picture he criticised.
Opinions differ as to the washing of
terriers, many people saying they
should not be washed frequently, bran
Ancient "Remedies."
or sawdust being rubbed well Into
from
coughs their coats to cleanse them; but perSome of the sufferers
and colds may feel disposed to try sonal experience with fox - terriers
one of the remedies recommended by proves that thoroughly
washing them
Pliny. These include wolf's liven dis- with good soap and warm water and
mixed
with
solved In hot wine, honey
a disinfectant once a week will keep
the gall of a bear and powders made them sweet and clean, and absolutely
from rabbit skins and bullock's horns free from fleas and vermin of any
burned and pounded together. Should description (of course, provided that
oners ills resist these simple remebedding, etc, receive proper attendies for a cough he might try wrap- tion). The dog must be well dried
ping any of his fingers in the skin and brushed and, soap
thoroughly
of a freshly killed dog. Tree frogs, rinsed off,
from the ears, or
especially
bi
too, are excellent for all forms
It may cause canker of the ear, which
catarrh. Place one In the mouth for is a common complaint and may often
a minute, and when he makes his be relieved by shaking a large pinch
escape the sufferer Is cured. No harm of boraclc acid powder into the ear
Is done to the frog. For a cold in the three times a week.
head Pliny prescribes a simple yet infallible remedy three kisses on the
Fine Mink Furs for Prize Dog.
mouth of a mule.
It isn't every dog that can boast of
false hair and wear two sets of fur
Napoleon In the Sepulcher.
brazenly, just as though it didn't care
of
Na
Battle
the
Jena,
When, after
who knew that one of them was not
poleon invaded Prussia, he visited its own hair. But even the grammar
Potsdam, which contains the mortal will grudgingly admit that there are
remains of the Prussian kings. The exceptions to all rules. This time the
sepulcher of Frederick the Great oc- exception is Osage Lady Jane, owned,
cupied a prominent site in the mauso- controlled and fed by J. P'Lane.
leum. When entering the latter. NaThe coat with which Lady Jane will
poleon uncovered his head, and went be stepping about in in a few days is
directly up to the sarcophagus of the made of mink and will cost $250. The
noted warrior.
coat is striped with dark and light
For a moment the conqueror stood mink and has 14 dangling tails. Constill, seemingly absorbed in deep sidering the past records of Lady Jane
thought. Then with the forefinger of Mr. Lane doesn't think he is doing too
his right hand he wrote the word "Na- much for the dog.
poleon" in the dust of the huge stone
"She wins in about every show I
casket, and turning to his marshals have exhibited her," Lane said. "She'll
"
said:
be a dazzler in that outfit. It's a
"Gentlemen, if he were living I shame to hide her natural color and
would not be here." Youth's
charms with even mink skins, but you
know the wind these days is cutting."
1
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Being a
Wallflower
"Were you ever a wallflower?"
asked Mrs. Perkinbon of her neighbor,
Mrs. Bottine. "But of course you

never were," she added, generously.
"I suppose it strikes you as funny.
It

Isn't

"I used to laugh myself about the
poor forlorn things sitting in corners
watching others- dance," she continued. "I laugh no more. I, like you,
thought that I should never be a wallflower, but being "a wallflower is like
lightning one never knows where it
will strike nor whom.
"Never mind when it happened. Per-- ,
haps my husband was to blame for
not looking out for me. Still, I suppose the poor man thought the other
men would swarm about me after he
left me at the end of the first dance.
The party being informal, there were
no programs, so he had no chance to
fill one out for me.
"Well, I sat confidently waiting to
be asked for the second dance. Alas!
I found I had arrived at the bargaining age, where one man makes a bargain with another like this: If you
will dance the next dance with my
wife I will dance with yours.' My
husband had not known of my doleful
lack of fascination for other men.

Have
Your

"Patiently and vainly I waited for
a partner. Finally I saw a man I knew
coming across the hall toward me. I
half rose, smiling my most fascinating smile. He passed me unheeding,
and asked another woman three seats
away.

"Surely with the third number I
hope dies
hard! But the third and the fourth
were like the second, and there I still
sat Dancing halls are heated for
dancers, not for wallflowers, so I began to feel chilly.
"While the fourth dance was In
progress I still sat, every minute getting stiller and stlffer from the cold,
while I saw the other people dancing
gayly by.
"One woman kindly asked: 'Aren't
you dancing this evening? To which
I answered. 'Yes.'
"But, oh Joy! The fifth dance
struck up, and lo, a partner!
"I did not mind If he was old and
fat and oh, how very fat he was! I
did not mind if he could not dance.
He, at least would bring me on the
d
floor with the others. I was so
at being chosen that I could
hardly answer him. It was all I could
do to refrain from clutching him
wildly, so that he could not get away!
"I wish I could describe that mad
waltz. Novelists have pictured waltzing as floating around the hall with
heart and feet attuned to the pulsing,
throbbing music' Our waltz wasn't
like that My partner began turning
round and round, like a dervish, until
my head spun like a top. Now he
would step on my toes and then he
would madly bump me first Into one
couple and then into another. But
the finest gold has its alloy. One
must take the bitter with the sweet
I was, at least, getting warmed up.
"As for my partner, what was my
suffering compared with his? His face
was purple, his collar was limp and
his breath was coming In quick, husky
jerks. At last I became alarmed.
What, if he should have a fit?
"'Hadn't we better walk for a
while?' I asked him.
"'No,' he answered. 'No; I'm
dancing for exercise. In summer I
ride a wheel and in winter I dance to
keep down my fat!'
"Oh, why are hope and faith so
strong? Why didn't I then go to the
dressing room, instead of being led
to a seat again, to sit and watch and
sit and watch the dancers? But I
repeat that hope dies hard.
"Each time a man came my way I
smiled, whether I knew the creature
or not. It was no use. The revelry
went on, and through it all I sat and
sat and sat.
"Little by little I moved nearer to
the radiator until I found a seat beside It Oh, how good the heat felt
to my stiff neck and my rheumatic
knee! It was past my bedtime now
and I began to feel sleepy.
"At last the warmth, the music, the
laughter and the throb of tie dancers'
feet all mingled, and I sw nothing,
heard nothing!
would be asked to dance

Wedding Stationery

Announcement Cards
Engraved Cards

over-Joye-

"My goodness! Had I been asleep?
Had anyone seen me? Oh, my stiff
necjc, hpw It hurt!
"Suddenly f saw my husband coming across the hall. Should I tell
him how I had passed the evening?
"No! No! I would not own up!
"Smiling, I rose to my feet as he
came near. He said: 1 have danced
every dance this evening. I am dead
tired, and I know you are. Don't you
want to go home?"
"Smiling still, I answered: 'Yes,
home sounds very good to me, for I,
too, am very tired.'
"I tried not to limp as I crossed
the floor, but my knee gave me ugly
twinges..
"'Why are you leaving so early V
our friends asked.
"Still heroically I smiled, even as
I lied: We have danced so hard that
we are tired out"

Optimism?
Our Sunday school is
have a picnic next Saturday.
Tommy
Dick

to

Good!

Tommy Why do you say that? Are
you going?
But that means
Dick Nope.
there'll be a double header at the
ball park next day!,
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Always get
barber shop.

tie
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best at Nolotte'i

Pork saauage and eggs lor breakfast
at the White Kitchen, the place that's
clean.

New Texas Stock

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

lot fresh from factory
4.50
50 feet coupled

Hot weather eatables at the White
Kitchen, the piace that' clean. Meals
cents. Try them. You'll
twenty-fivbe a regular customer.

5c Per lb.

Regal

PHONE MAIN 379

la the

FOR

LUDWIG WM.

ILFELD

Oxfords

are made of the very best quality of
and skill, leathers, and are strongly
of
fully built by the most expert
New England shoemakers. You will

e

;1

AT

'

Following the regular meeting of
the Las Vegas council of the Knights
ot Columbus tomorrow night a social
session 'and dance will be given for
the members of the council, their
families and friends. Before dancing
begins an Informal musical program
will be given.

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY.

I

Phone Main

193

or Main

194

that is sure to prove of great
convenience to residents of this terri
A book

tory is Rand McNally and company's
indexed pocket map and shippers'
guide for New Mexico. The book contains the reports of the census of lilO.
The map is the most complete publish- and will be of considerable use to an- toists and other overland travelers.

ESTABLISHED 1876

Tine

Pirst National Bank
of

A marriage license was issued at
the court house yesterday afternoon
to Helen Thompson, aged 19 and tlrov
er C. Hensley, aged 23. The young
people are both employed at the New
Mexico Hospital for the Insane.

An

other license was Issued yesterday to

Las Vegas, New Mexico

Onofre Pino, aged 18, and Pablo Va
of
lencia, aged 26, both residents
Pecos.

First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

tbe territorial Insane asylum to the
the territorial Insane sylum to the
pump house on the rifle Tange of the

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

Mi

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

f.

!"

National Guard, northwest of Las Vegas. An electric pump 1b to be install
ed. Work Is (progressing rapidly on
the pipe line and stand pipe and every
thing will be In readiness for the
guardsmen when the annual encamp
ment of the First regiment begins
next month.

Charles P. Trumbull and E. J. Mc- Wenie, who with their wives started for Denver in Trumbull's auto last
Saturday moaning were compelled t
make the latter part of their trip by
rail. The party drove Into a rain
storm in the neighborhood of Raton.
When Pueblo was reached the car suffered a breakdown. They left the machine in Pueblo and took the steam
cars for the Colorado capital.

Do not miss (his chance to jet an Electric
30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

1

Iron
.

& Power Co.
Las Vegas Phone
Light
Main 206

TRIAL CROPS SUCCESSFUL
According to a bulletin Just issued
by professor J. D. Tinsley, the Santa
Fe's agricultural expert, the results of
demonstration work
the
done by the farmers last year under
his guidance have been satisfactory.
Though last season was not a particularly propitious one the farmers
made good headway.
Many things
concerning dry farming were learned.
These are being put Into practice this
year. With the outlook for successful
crops exceptionally good, Professor
Tinsley Is expecting his experiments
this year to prove highly satisfactory.
The men In the mesa district who are
assisting by planting and caring for
crops for which the seed is furnished
by Professor Tinsley are C C Bigler,
C. D. Black, C. J. Boyd, W. F. Caland F. D.
houn, Jacob Davidhlzer
Howe.

LABORERS IMPORTED
e
Hungarian workmen, ac
companied 'by a "straw boss" who
speaks their language as well as English .arrived last night from Denver
and were put to work on the sewer
this morning by Contractors McGovern
and Ryan. The men are hard workers and they made the dirt fly today.
The flitch is being run north on Railroad avenue from the corner of Railroad and Douglas.
Exceedingly fast
work is being done on the brick work
I the manholes for the sewer. The
gsng employed on the sewer now numbers fifty-si-x
men. The number will
be increased as the contractors have
neea for more labor.

GIGANTIC

LINER

OLYMPIC ARRIVES

j

i

AFLOAT

WARPED INTO DOCK WITH

s,

AID OF 12 TUG BOATS

New York, June 21. Twelve stout
tug boats strained and pulled on the
new White Star liner Olympic today
op her arrival In this port from En
gland, warping the giant steamship
into her dock. The Olympic was given
a noisy welcome as she moved up the
Hudson river. Julius Adler, the pilot
who brought the Olymplo through the
harbor, remarked as he relinquished
the levitlan: "She handles like a cat
boat." The Olympic Is the largest
steamer afloat

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to some-onwho reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for)'books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, article of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
,

We Want Everyone to Know
the merits of our line of Bread, Cakes,
have the best In Las Vegas, viz :
Home Made Bread
Pan Bread
Vienna Bread
Cream Bread
Butter Cream Bread
Whole Wheat Bread
Rye Bread
Mohn Seed Bread
Macaroons
Vanilla Wafers
Kisses

Cookies

Hi

etc., ot which we

l
All kinds of

cf the Las Vegas grant has been

call-

ed for Thursday, June 29. At this
session the board will endeavor to
bring up to date all pending business in order that it may make Its
final report The present board will
go out of existence on July 1.
to the members now serving
will be announced by Judge Clarence
J Roberts. This will be the second
meeting of the board this month, as it
held Its regular session for June early
in the month.
This is the longest day in the year.
Did you succeed in accomplishing any
more than you have done during the
other days since you New Year's re
solutions were framed? The sun got
ud this moraine at 4:34 o'clock.
fKnowing he had a busy day before him
the old orb warmed up to the job. A
lew clouds, Jealous of the sun's noto
riety, tried to obscure him and finThe sun will not
ally succeeded.
retire this evening until 7:29 o'clock,
unless the almanacs and the astronomers have made a mistake.

WASHINGTON JEWS
ENDORSE PRESIDENT

DO IT NOW
Those wishing to can
Black

berries, Blueber-

ries, Raspberries or Cher
ries should do so NOW

The New "Cabinet"

lilted

REFRIGERATORS

'

I

r ..ni

Just Received

in

...

C3r

IN FAVOR OF TAFT'S
RENOMINATION
AND ELEC-

TION

IN

1912

Possess Many Exclusive
Features. Reasonable in Price

,

'

Washington, June 21. The indorse
ment of the Orthodox Jewish congre
gation of this city for his renomination
for tbe presidency and his election in
1912, was accorded President Taft last

I

.

j

LET US SHOW YOU

J.

C. JCHNSEN & SON

night

by many Jews prominent in Wash
A number of speeches in
ington.
praise of Mr. Tart's liberal policy as
exhibited toward the Jews were made.
Their treatment in this country was
contrasted with the persecution
received in Russia. The entire meeting
was conducted in Hebrew.

as the season for these

VICTIMS OF CHOLERA
NOW NUMBER

THREE

Our Pride Flour

STEAMER

FROM MEDITERRANEAN
PORTS LOSES THIS NUMBER
OF PASSENGERS

isew York, June 21. Two deaths
and one death at sea,
hitherto not reported, were announced
today at quarantine. In all, four cases
have been shown. All the dead were
passengers on board the Duca Deggli
Abrazzl, which arrived here yesterday
from Mediterranean ports. The other
ships, the Barbarossa from Trieste,
and the Laura from Bremen, were held
up at quarantine today because of suspected Illness on board.
from cholera

that of the Straw berries.
We have daily ship-

Lunch every morning at 10 o'clock
at Long's Buffet.

be

short

as was

ment and will give the
best price possible, v

ne unirorm success that has at
tended the use of Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy has
made it a favorite everywhere. It can
always be depended upon. For sale
07 an druggists.
j.

J. H. STEARNS

It is vorse than useless to take any
meaicme internally ror muscular or
cJironic rheumatism. All that Is need
ed is a tree application of Chamberlain's Liniment For sale by all
--

GROCER.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
FOR SALE March to June chicks,
going away. 1038 Fifth street
''

HARVEY'S

.01

Perry Onion

The Mountain, Now Open
30th Season.
Cool, beautiful restful resort.
Clean, comfortable accommodations
ApDetizing, wholesome bountiful table.
Saddle burros for riding, no charge.
Rest people, only, patronize Harvey's.
Oarriaee out Wed. and Saturday.
Fare. $1. Rates, $2 a day; $10 a "week.
. Leave
orders at Murphey's.
On

50c per 100

&

Son

flat eh Phone Main 270

;

-
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por Sack

01-3- 0

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.

will

FOR 30 DAYS

Every Sack Guaranteed
'

'

M

Las Vegas
"

Roller Mills

l,. riiOTe

Main 131

positively no camping, tinning or
hunting allowed on our ranch.
C.
W. and F. J. Wesner.

for transplanting.

1

GREENBERGER

DECLARE

Ready now, fine weather

I,

$350

The meeting was attended by Chief

CELERY PLANTS

Store Phone Main 462

re

Rabbis Margolis.of New York, and
CRISIS CONFRONTS LINCOLN
El Paso, Tex., June 21. Another Levlnthal of Philadelphia, as well as

Sue-eesso-

Layer Cakes
Sunshine Cakes
Ginger. Cakes
Angel Food Cakes
Wine Cakes
Loaf Cakes
Raisin Cakes
Cookies
Rolls
Doughnuts
Fried Cakes

GRAAF Sr HAYWARD CO.

the board of trustees

made-to-measu-

Twenty-fiv-

crisis has been precipitated in the
famous Lincoln county. New Mexico
county seat contest An attempt t
remove the county offices and records to Carrizozo yesterday, where
they were ordered taken by the court,
met with armed resistance. Citizens
of Lincoln, heavily armed, are guarding the records and when Carrizoeo
officers attempt to force removal as
Rev. C. McReynolds Is making ar- threatened, it is
expected the trouble
rangements to return to Raton, where will come to a head.
he spent several days assisting in the
conduction of Teliglous services in a
Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
large tent. Mr. and Mrs. McReynolds at the Opera Bar, and is one of the
with Mr. McReynold's Bible class win finest draught beers served over any
gr- - this evening to Raton to join the bar in the
city.
religious workers there. The Sabbath
services In the A. O. TJ. W. hall wlTl
Old Crow sold over the bar at
bo continued at the usual hours. Dea- - Long's Buffet
ccn N. C. Hanson will conduct the
services during "Mr. McReynolds'
'A meeting of

them the most satisiactory
worn.
ounng shoes you have ever
f
.t.rlo
J
T1
j:
iney insure comion,
as well as lonev service. More- we
over, in Regal quarter-sizer.
t
01
nt
give you the exact
shoes.
find
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STEAMSHIP

BiGGEST

--

ANT Ads
Are Best

t-

GARDEN HOSE
r u ti

1

Are very scarce indeed but you can secure
enough for your immediate wants with

f

Let us Launder

I will meet

Your Curtains
This Spring
Your curtains need laundering this spring. The usage they
; have received and the dust
they have ab3orbed during the
winter, makes them unfit to
hang the entire summer. Send
your curtains to us, when you
take them down and you will
be pleasantly surprised by their
appearance when we return
- them. We
wash them clean'
without damaging them; we':
starch them Just stiff lenough
to drape right and Jiofd-ihe- ir
shape, and we dry them per--,
fectly sguarerven and the erf- act size as when sent us. '' -

Everybody's

Prices.

.

'4

You'll Like Our Work.

QUALITY

GUARANTEED

C. D. BOUCHER

Try It
The Coffee Man

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone MainJSl.'-

-

Read The Optic. It carries the full
Associated Press report.

